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010400 Comment Number I

1. One point stands out in particular -

Since disposition of surplus HO is covered in a 
separate PMIS, this phrase directly implies that re-use 
of = is in our interest 'whenever possible, , which Is 
in direct contradiction to our national policy (cf. p.  
A-2 for U.S. policy on non-encouragement of civil use 
of Pu). The criteria listed on pp. 2-6 and 2-7 
correctly make no mention of "re-use' of Pu as a 
desirable, but the language on p. S-S Is incorrect.  

2. Conceptually, there is also a confusion with the formulation 
of the HOX option on p. S-7.  

If that box is meant to describe MOX as it relates to 
the 'disposition alternative,o then it must add the 
phrase "and subsequent iua of that fuel in a reactor." 
Otherwise, it implies that fresh MOX Is a suitable 
endpoint that meets the spent fuel standard, which it 
does not.  

3. Finally, the 'destinations' at the end of the disposition 
alternatives in the figure on p. S-11 are confusing.  

Since the figure gives the destination 'Domestic High 
Level Vaste Repository- for Imobilization and Reactor 
options, but Deep Borehola" for the deep borehole 
option, it implies that the flIS is comparing the 
ismobilzation and reactor options all the way through 
to the final repository. I had understood this not to 
be the case, but rather that the options were being 
compared only through the achievement of the "spent 
fuel standard, . which is achieved during "interim 
storage of the vitrified forms or in spent fuel pools 
(or dry storage) for the reactor options. This figure 
should not imply that the more difficult problem of 
ultimate repositories is being addressed in the 
comparison as well. I've proposed a wording fix in the 
margins.

1/01.04.00 

2/06.01.08 

3/12.00.00

The Department of Energy agrees that this phrase is inaccurate. It has been 
removed from the PEIS.  

The specific purpose of DOE's PEIS effort is to evaluate alternatives for the 
disposition of surplus weapons-usable Pu that would render the Pu as 
inaccessible and unattractive for reuse in nuclear weapons as the much larger 
and growing quantity of Pu that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial 
power reactors. This condition is referred to as the Spent Fuel Standard. If an 
alternative using MOX fuel in reactors is selected, the surplus Pu would 
eventually be contained in spent fuel and, by definition, the Spent Fuel 
Standard would be achieved.  

While the PEIS discusses the generation of spent fuel as an indirect result of 
potential disposition actions, any subsequent reprocessing and extraction of 
Pu from that spent fuel is beyond the scope of the PEIS and the fundamental 
nonproliferation purpose of the disposition effort. The fact that the PEIS 
evaluates disposition of surplus weapons Pu through use in MOX fuel, but 
does not further evaluate reprocessing of the spent fuel, does not foreclose 
policy or technology options, nor does it prejudice further decisions regarding 
the management or disposition of the spent fuel.

060108 Comment Number 2

Comment noted. It is DOE's intent to use the MOX fuel in a reactor to achieve 
the Spent Fuel Standard. Also, in the cases of the Reactor Alternatives and the 
Immobilization Alternatives, DOE would process the material to the Spent 
Fuel Standard, but would not include geologic emplacement as a part of the 
material disposition program. Geologic emplacement of the material forms 
for these alternatives in the NWPA-HLW management system could be 
subsequently implemented.

120000 Comment Number 3

Comment noted. This figure has been modified to clarify that the NWPA
HLW repository is not included in the scope of the environmental analysis.0 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION VIe 

'Ig 11th STREET - SUITE 500 
DENVER. COLORAoO 80202-2448 

ad. IMR-P 

J. DwAd Nale 
DbNtor, NEPA COMHasm A Osuteah 
Offie of Nhel mauntaka Disposition 

1000 loduom Ave., SW 
waiddia, D.C. 20535

SU11=r ROCKY FLA73 COM M - STORAGI AND DIPOSIHON 
OF W]A]•IO-USA]IZ X S11. MATI[ALS DRAFT 
MROGRAMMATIC I4VmRO!I0[cAL IMPACT STATEBAENT 

Door David: 

As reuesteud, % an pomvdig you it ou wit•e conm osn the Swau sad 
Dl~osido of Wagonst-Us"l fitdls Magerisis Duu Programsead Enfio==aets Impact 
StmuetM (MS). T•ese w•ma=U wi, he gsseal io noutm but rdefa spcific section, 
w the documc1 

91S ID E32A 

EPA bet two piusmy concerns dom we femax nss be strongly addressed ad they mt 

M kniowi 

I) I as swim *t..t Ie no ., ab"mdve is used In an rmsedd actions u a 
boe n. for ether abnvmw. Do in the ems at Rocky Flau theoe eab lve 
cm not he consideed boas on p•ombn by EPA. CDPR, And DOE • the 
pubHlc•t PU will he zv ftem mRocky Fkas wftni b ltr tn 2010 
and Ioplting no low do 301S.  

2) Ih is strongly Ieo I dot DOB be focused us seducing tho peoesihg 
sEd bog"ll of fledb mla. Ths recomeindatioe Isis, .epbtm 11ts 
111 pa W~ bUe hAlth INEalmty Of 111 wesheu End the public, u well asI the 
heeph of fth omvbes at do tha(i).

1/01.06.00 

2/01.00.00 

F-045

010600 Comment Number 1

The Council on Environmental Quality regulations implementing NEPA 
require DOE to analyze the No Action Alternative.

010000 Comment Number 2

Comment noted. Your comment, along with public comments, the PEIS, cost 
information, nonproliferation analysis and policy analysis will be considered 

by DOE in the ROD for the storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile 

materials.
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010600 Comment Number 3 

Comment noted. As noted in the PEIS, DOE is proposing to implement the " 
U.S. Nonproliferation Policy and set and example for other countries. The 
various action alternatives for disposition would implement the U.S.  
Nonproliferation Policy by disposing of surplus weapons-usable Pu, so as to 
encourage similar actions by other countries. Various activities under the • , 
storage and disposition alternatives would be subject to "independent" IAEA 
inspections, and, under the Reactor Alternatives, domestic reactors would be 
subject to "external" NRC licensing. Certain wastes generated by the various 
alternatives would also be subject to "external" regulations by EPA or State 
regulators.  

ApW* k is wml) 1a md do DMB mp m do U. S. iru- -.  

Ipvndmpdky whdo&,oJ W f.t= tauyD, == .- 3/01.06.00 -,daw wamd aud b um. m wd - = Jafy t*
Ibuft ft ftau *TOs 

Iu ym hI am =miiama plan &a ftoe w omeam = a(303) 312-11.  

F-045
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09 09 08 Comment Number 1 
ft UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

= WASHINGTON DC 20460 More explicit information of the assumptions and the sources of input data for 
the MACCS code is in the Final PEIS. Information and clarification on 
cumulative impacts and environmental justice have been added to the PEIS, 
and the accident analysis has been expanded.  

Mr. J. David Nulton 
U. S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786 

Dear Mr. Nulton: 

The Environmentd Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the Department of Energy's 
(DOE) Storage and Disposition of Wespons-Umble Finle Matmials Draft Programmatic 

Eavironmental lspiact Statement (PEIS). Our review is provided puurumt to the National 

Environmental Policy Act and Section 309 of the Clean Air Act.  

The proposed action is long-term stmage of weapons-usable plutonium and highly 

enriched uramium, and the disposition of siplus weapon-usable plutonium. The draft PEIS 

analyses the potential environmental effects of four long-term torage alternatives at six 
potential sites, mad ten plutonium disposition technology alternatives. EPA has rated the 

document EC-2, environmental concerns - iasufficient informatson. We recommend that the 

DOE provide dditiol information and clarity concerning several issues common to all the 
alterraives including: accident risk analysis, cumulative impacts, and environmental justice.  
In particular, more information on the assiumtion inups to the MELCOR Accident 
Consequence Code System model could greatly enhance the publii's understanding of the 1/09.09.08 
differ- in sfety risk between alternatives if an accident were to c . Currently, the 
PEIS provides only Indied review of the mode blt reli heavily on It to conclude that ther 
iu little ngr m t ndjIbc fronm ciden ad little differen in accidet risk among the 
alternstives considered. Fmuther discussion could smngtumt the credibility of these 
conclnsiot. Ans esplasnation of EPA's ratings is provided in Encloatte I. Detailed 
com ts am provided for your consideration in Enclosure 2.  

rbo 
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Comment Number 2

I Enclosure 2 

EPA COMMENTS ON THE STORAGE AND DISPOSITION OF WEAPONS-USABLE 
FISSILE MATERIALS DR.AFT PROGRAMMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
STATEMENT 

Rai=: In geseu, it appears that the canclusion drawn in the progimmatic eironmetal 
impact ate-net '(PEIS) to the effect that there ma no major radiological consencs ofany of 
the altrnatives is reasonale. Both the doses modded and the probability of these doses we 
smal. This conclhion seamn particularly warranted in the case of routine operations.  

In the case of accidmeits while the conclusion of little or no risk is still plausible, some questions 
do arim. The PEIS does not clearly differentiate the safety risks associated with each alternative 
if an accident were to ocur. This is of some note because as the PEIS notes, accidents atre of 
maor conern to the public and the derisionmak•• For example, based upon the ibrinsfmion 
presmnted it is unclear why a deciuonmaker would choose vitifiction ass peeferred tecImology 
simce it is more costly, requires an additional procassing Te, and produces more waste The 
inreased msfety of this alternatve, in case of accident, is am tramparmit in the amnlysis We 
recommnmd that the firal doacnent contain more explictit accident risk reformation for the 
alternatives. The accideat smariaios asmnen a worker a klo er away fin the accident site. Is 
thi a reasonable asumptior? What is the bais for thia? At least in the case of Hanrd, the 
effect of a facility accident on the maximally expoed indvidual in the geniral population is a 
hundredfold les dtn the worke akeady a kioimeter away. What assumptions produce this 
resut? Again, moe cliecismo ofhw the MELOR Aitidmi Cons•quence Code System 
(MACCS) mald is applied would add to the confidence co has in the reults. It is dew that 
gives the snall dose the modal predicts and die very low assuned probability of dr nmom sorious 
accidenits (a severe erhukhasaoentnmilnI of occsrring) the resulting risk is 
mll and mt o conc•rn. The EIS needs to document more fiuly why these assumptions and 
others associated with the accidert cmorio are reassoable, and hew these and other inlmts are 
used by the MACCS model 

Cumulative lmuu: The handling of the discusmon of cmulative effects leaves questions 
unanswered. For example, in discussing Pantex (Vol IL pg 4-M60). which the PEIS notes may 
have the most sever problems associated with cumulative effcts, the number of fital camcer is 
not added becaus the exact location of facilitie his nt been e aned and therefore 
summing may be' ommvative. Surely, the initial estimation of effiects in ech of the various 
environmental impact statements (EISs) muat have assuned some locaion. If these locations are 
different from HIS to EIS the risks could be sunsmn. If one or mom of the potential functions 
occupy the same land, the issue ought a•ise as to whether there is sufficiont desirabsuitable lan 
at the site to accommodate the multiple intended uss even if the total saeage seems adequate.  
What is the real saturation point of highly utilized facilities rich as Savannah River Site and 
Pantax? The discusson of cumulative impacts begs the question. Notwithstanding thi issue. and 
gives the general claim in tde PEIS to be conservative, it would seem that adding radiation risks 
would be warranted. A fAnther issue is the cuamulative effect of several new activities on the 
accident scenario. Would accidents at one co-located ficility result in damage to and exposure

2/09.09.08 

3/09.09.08 

1/09.09.08 
cont.  

4/09.09.08 

5/09.01.01 

16/09.09.08 

M-179

In the Draft PEIS, there is more detailed information on the health risk 
assessment for normal operation and anticipated accidents in Section M.5, 
and a technical report prepared exclusively for this project, Health Risk Data 
for Storage and Disposition of Weapons- Usable Fissile Materials PEIS, 
November 1996, referenced in the PEIS as HNUS 1996a. The information 
included in the appendix and technical report includes a brief description of 
accident scenarios, health risks for involved workers, the MEI, and the 
potential cancer fatalities for the general population in the region (up to 80 km 
[50 mi]).  

More explicit accident risk information was added to the environmental 
consequences (Chapter 4), including explanations of the location of the MEI 
and the relationship (relative distances) to the noninvolved workers.

0909 08 Comment Number 3 

The 1,000-m (3,281-ft) distance of a noninvolved worker from the nearest 
release point of radioactive material is a representative distance which has 
been used in calculations at all sites. It provides a reasonable reference 
distance for calculations at both large and small sites. Estimating exposures 
from a release point at closer distances may not be very accurate because of 
building effects on dispersion (that is, wake-stream effects).  

Also, more detail on how the MACCS code was applied is added to the Final 
PEIS, Appendix M, and Environmental Impact Methodology sections of 
Chapter 4. In addition, a topical report for the accident assessments was 
prepared and added to the current Health Risk Data topical report.  

09 09 08 Comment Number 4 

The impacts of these actions have not been summed because the exact locations 
of the facilities for planned actions may change. In addition, because each of 
these facilities is sited in a different location, the location of the MEI for each 
is also different. The MEIs have been selected to maximize the potential dose 
for a given facility. Since the MEI would have to be resident at more than one 
location simultaneously in order to receive the maximum dose from each 
facility, summing the doses would be misleading. The offsite population and 
total site workforce doses have not been summed because the population 
distribution and workforce totals as analyzed vary among the actions.

0 -P
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Comment Number 5

2 Endowe 2 

from otor fcils•es? How does this affect the total isk from a ate 

plutoneim Dispoltfi. Tg•rdmo Alternatives (S. I I to S.- 16 and S-22 to S-36): Although thie 

i a detailed plamtion of the envmental impacts for the vwess technical alternatives for 
pkitonium dti&sposoa in the tet and in the manamay tables, there is no discussion ofthe level of 

nowleg mnd sppicaodaa e with Buile nmterials ofdo Department otEnef r (DOE) 
at other paies with the vious tedmIii There is no dsanion ofthe tarv of uneutainty 
aseociated with the pr e alternatives and what this uncertainty would meam in term of 
poweni iviroumneewl impacs I sumina y, a would help the reader to know the feasbiity of 
the technologies (e c, hi technologies ae experienstal or plot projeft) aod the timeframe 
foar developmanet (e.g., A-ou or long--er feabrliy).  

EmosnmunLhow Exeotav Ordor 123". Federal Actions to Address Earvirouasail 
hatioe in Mimority populations and Low6-Incme Populsansim. requires special attention to be 
gie to s~ituaone conmasupeioo of fish wed widelike -Federal agencies, whenerver practicable 
mad appropriate, shell work in a coordiaten mamwr to publish guidanoe reflecting the iasent 
scientifi incomraice availab concering methods for evaluating the umam health isk 
eusoaaed with the coauiiption of pollutamt-bearing fish and wildife. Agdes sha" comaider 
mach gaidance in developing their politie md rules." Recent saen show that the Indian people 
at the Colaas*ni River Ban practiced traditional pMtern of life that may have affected thir 
espossu to radoseive releases firm Hanfoed. Traditiol activities sucd as lahting. fishing.  
food gathering sand oitural acmtvities may have affected trisal nethera' eqmsuo to Hanford's 
rdeeas. DOE is initia a oluady at the Savannah River Site to sonlyze the types and amounts of 
Savanmh River fish •o md sinc it ecogzmes d•t some people ar fish cmng near and 
downstrem from the Savannah River Site and that thos fish may be contaminated. Cosunpliton 

isma mwa important to address in this PEIS because of ther uniqumese in minority and low

n populations; ad the detrimental range ofianpacts they may have.

I 6/09.09.08 
cont.  

7/01.04.00 

8/09.12.06

Cumulative impacts at each analysis site were revised in the Final PEIS to 
include the total land area required by the other DOE programs. This land area 
is compared to total site area.

090908 Comment Number 6

It is DOE's requirement for collocated facilities that the facility design 
preclude an accident at one facility from damaging another nearby facility on 
the same site. Such protective designs include physical isolation measures, 
such as a buffer zone, between the facilities. Using protective measures, the 
probability of having such accidents severe enough to damage a nearby 
facility would be extremely small (less than 1.Ox 10"8/yr). Based on the DOE's 
Recommendations for the Preparation of Environmental Assessments and 
Environmental Impacts Statements, May 1993, such low probability 
accidents rarely need to be examined in this PEIS.

010400 Comment Number 7

The PEIS evaluates the environmental impacts of a range of alternatives for 
materials storage and disposition. A more detailed technical discussion of 
these alternatives, along with related cost and schedule requirements, was 
provided in a Technical Summary Report issued by DOE in July 1996. The 
report provides further details on the feasibility of the technologies and the 
timeframe for development.

091206 Comment Number 8

The potential environmental impacts of DOE activities on populations 
engaging in subsistence consumption could vary greatly depending on the 
precise location of a storage or disposition facility at a particular site, and the 
technology employed for the treatment or disposal of wastes at such a facility.  
In a prior NEPA review, incorporated herein by reference, DOE reviewed fish 
and wildlife consumption at Hanford, INEL, NTS, ORR, and SRS. At these 
sites, DOE found the potential impacts associated with the consumption of 
fish and wildlife to be small or to be no different than the potential impacts on 
the general population (DOE 1995v: 5.20-11). Section 4.5 of the Final PEIS 
has been modified to include this information.

090101
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DALE E. KILDEE 

Congrto of tbg Uniteb btateg 
*oust 0( •f•rttatiWt 

MA90intm. NC 20515-2209

510SCaSS*,n.I 

-a--

00
1

1,00s,. 0U

Kty 8. 1994 

The 0Zaeb1 X..1 O'Ly 
secretary 

1.000 1;4.,ade.ee Ay:es., 3.w.  
WVolshatos. D.C. 20$58 

Door ISecrtary O'Qary, 

I - Writing to ro of0 bao*If of the rlide-t. Wha •i. within thk.  "SLeth Ooeeos..i1sal DiStstot, I an .afeles" "bout oe ot the 
optiOn. prevaot@d in the senetor -ategary at "opo.Ltio.  
alternatives in. the storageam e• i•ps.iti•o of Weepopo.OSola.l 
Fisfile dateralse Draft logres tie ,irmestal Zot 
statemet (P038, 

It is my undraotaet4og that this toort proposes te store 
plotoolI-ba. d a" od.. foo l Loathe Canadian. DeterloI VraLi 
(Cm0) oe-tor locsted the shor of Lake Bueo saee 
i.Ic..di.. Ont.ri.. o, eodZ te the epo I - at the .PVPosod 

footes to treseport thin fu•l. from th. sate of Ioishigton to 
Ontario, 14d be through the State of NLihiga., and through 
heeily popoiated ar.a. Ln my oo.S..ieoal distriet.  

by -La0 a nstiLowid. routs of traso
5 0.leim .ad stories tbe 

pIltool, io the a0 feate, m people "*0. the nation an.  
is the Itet of NairhLg. ©o1old be at risk. TGo.•artattio. of a 

Slltis 1.d high 1evel aarcinaogals orecot.a signilgioat throat 
to citizens and shold owly be ao..idoerd when abcolutely 
osnessary, I urge the Departmnt to anem. other. area.. points 
to Canada that are lose densely popu.lated, The user Legitimate 
public health end safety i•oans raised by this pooposal cannot he 
ignored.  

I appoL.t. your vr..t tt.-tion ta, this natt-r Vi.s.. 4. .ot 
beeltat. t3 contact "ore Nicohle Arnold of oy Staff at (2Q2) 22S.  
36l1 if you I-q..ir. additiconal information. I1loo foo.-d to 
he.t.ig 8.. 9 0.  

itncerely, 

0.1. B Kildee. d.c.

1/10.00.00

M-292

100000 Comment Number 1
wa. ~.n0 

0005t5,545

00 0\

Under NEPA, DOE is required to evaluate a range of alternatives for Pu 
disposition. In that regard, the disposition of Pu in a CANDU reactor is one 
of nine different disposition alternatives analyzed in the PEIS. Six specific 
sites and a generic site are evaluated for fabricating MOX fuels for Pu 
disposition. As a result, the transportation analyses performed in the PEIS 
consider multiple routes from potential fuel fabrication sites to potential 
reactor sites. Section G.6 provides a description of the DOE safe secure 
transport system. The design of the vehicles and the transportation operation 
procedures are classified; the selection of the routes and coordination with 
State and local governments are contained within these procedures. However, 
there has never been a failure of this system to provide safe secure 
transportation during more than 20 years in operation.  

For emergency response circumstances, all shipments will be coordinated 
with appropriate State and local officials. If requested, DOE will assist 
appropriate officials with response plans, and, if necessary, with resources in 
accordance with guidelines established in DOE Order 5530.3. DOE has 
developed a Radiological Assistance Program, also outlined in DOE Order 
5530.3, to provide assistance in all types of radiological accidents. Regional 
Radiological Assistance Program plans include coverage of the States and 
provide for maintaining and executing emergency response plans.

L.n
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Depart•ent of Energ 
Office of Pissile Materials Disposition 
P.O. Box 23796 
Wuthington, D.C. 20026-3786 

With respect to the Storage and Disposition of Weapom-Uable 
Fissile Materials Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement. I 
would ie to submit the following commenm.  

These specifically relate to the Canadian Deuterium Uranium 
Reactor Atemative under consideuatioa by DOE Selection of this 
alternative would raise the possibility that radioactive materials would be 
traraprted acrsu the Blue Water Bridp that links Pon Huron. Michigan 
and arnia, Ontario. I must stroaf object to the prospective use of this 
mute, which would involve crossing a body of water that connects the 
Upper and Lower Great Lakes System over a busy bridge with a high 
volume of traffic. In my opinion. t route would expose not only a 
densely populated area to an unwarranted risk, but the largest combined 
source of fresh water In the world to an ecological disaster of unknown and 
posibly unimainable propordon.  

I would appreciate It If my comments could be entered into the 
official record of these proceedings.  

Sincerely.  

David B. Bonior 
Member of Congress

1/10.00.00

F-010

100000 Comment Number 1

Under NEPA, DOE is required to evaluate a range of alternatives for Pu 
disposition. In that regard, the disposition of Pu in CANDU reactors is one of 
nine different Disposition Alternatives analyzed in the PEIS. Six specific sites 
and a generic site are evaluated for fabricating MOX fuels for Pu disposition.  
As a result, the transportation analyses performed in the PEIS consider 

multiple routes from potential MOX fuel fabrication sites to potential reactor 
sites. Although the Port Huron/Sarnia border crossing is mentioned in the 

PEIS as a convenient point for the CANDU fuel shipments to pass from the 
United States to Canada, our analysis also reflects other possible routes.  

The Draft PEIS did not identify a Preferred Alternative for Pu disposition. A 
Preferred Alternative is identified in the Final PEIS and a disposition decision 
is expected to be made by the end of the year. The decision will take into 
account environment, safety (including transportation), and health factors as 
well as technical, cost, schedule, and nonproliferation considerations. After 
the ROD (which will include technology approaches) is expected to be 
reached in late 1996, follow-up analyses, negotiations, and specific 
agreements over several years will be required before implementation.
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Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to make a few remarks.  

Many of the others who will testifyI 
will discuss the outstanding record of the Pantex plant, 

the unparalleled level of community support which the plant enjoys, 

and the willingness to consider other missions 
as we sort out the nuclear weapons complex after the Cold War.  

I'm going to focus on some broader questions 
which certainly affect Pantex 

but also the larger security needs of the country. 
z 

I do so not because I disagree with the other points 

or because I don't think they are important.  
Pantex's record, its people, its community support, 

and its openness to other possibilities are its key trengths 
and no one else can match them.  

But during my tenure in Congress, v- & .)- I&" 
I have attempted to make a serious study 

of our nuclear weapons complex, 
in part because I represent one of its crown jewels 

and in part because I believe 

that a modem, effective nuclear capability 
is absolutely necessary to our national security.  

I won't say that I have learned all I can or intend to, 
and I won' represent to you that I know all the answers 

during this time of change and turmoil.  

But I am confident that I know enough to raise some serious questions 

that relate to the subject today and to our children's security.  

TX-040
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This is, of course, a time of great change 
brought about by the end of the Cold War, 

by the fact that the DOE was not as careful 
in the past as it should have been, 

and by this administration's decision to stop all nuclear testing.  

Stockpile Stewardship and Stockpile Management 

In my view, stockpile stewardship and stockpile management 
are important for the nation 

regardless of whether we conduct nuclear tests or not.  

We should use a number of methods to make as sure as we can 
that our nuclear weapons are safe and reliable.  

In doing so, we are making a serious mistake 
if we neglect to factor in the importance 

of highly skilled workers at production plants.  

I tend to agree with those who argue that we need smart people in labs 
and maybe even that we need smart people at two labs 

to compete against one another.  

But every bit as much as we need smart people in labs, 
we need experienced, knowledgeable people in production plants 

who know how to take a design or a procedure 
and produce a product that meets the requirements 

safely and efficiently 
time after time 

so that we have weapons that are safe and reliable 
on which we can stake our children's freedom.  

That's what people at plants like Pantex do.  

TX-040
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It's like if you're building a house, 
you need architects to draw up the blueprints and to consult with, 

but there is absolutely no substitute 
for skilled carpenters, and plumbers and painters 

:3 

who know how to get the work done, 
who know what problems there may be 

in translating the blueprints and procedures into precise components; 
and who have a proven track record 

of having done it -- time after time.  

I am afraid that an undercurrent in DOE today, 

that sometimes even rises to the surface, 
is a lack of appreciation 

for the importance of those workers on the assembly line 
at Pantex and elsewhere.  

If we lose them, we are a weaker nation 
and no number of PhD's at the labs 

will replace what we've lost.  

I find it incredible that DOE would ask more and more 
of at least one of our production plants 

and yet allocate less money for it to fulfill its mission.  

If we can't keep the trained, experienced personnel at Pantex, 
the country won't reach its goals for Stockpile Stewardshp and Mgmt 

We will begin to lose confidence in our nuclear deterrent, 
and we will have been penny wise and pound foolish.  

I am also concerned 
that we are just focusing on dragging out the life 

of current weapons 
without taking positive steps 

TX-040
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toward replacing our existing weapons 

which will all too soon be at the end of their intended design life.  

A real question is whether we will be able to build nuclear weapons again 

and how.  
There are many improvements which could be made now, 

others which we will want to make in the near future, 

and all the while we have to be prepared 
to deal with changes in Russia, China and elsewhere.  

rm not sure we're ready.  

High Explosives 

Let me address the one issue in the PEIS 

for which no preferred alternative was included, 

that is high explosives.  

When you compare apples to apples, 
no one seriously disputes 

that the most cost effective option 

is retaining the existing mission at Pantex.  

The sole justification to moving high explosives 

to Los Alamos and Livermore 
is that we need to keep knowledge and competence 

of high explosives in the Labs.  

OK - but we need to keep it at the production level too.  

You can do all the research you want 
and have all the knowledge you can handle, 

but if you can't reliably and safely translate that knowledge 
into real production, 

you have nothing.  

TX-040 
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There is no reason in the world 
that the Labs can't continue to send people to Pantex as needed 

for the manufacture of high explosives, 
but to remove high explosives 

completely out of the production complex 
would be a big mistake.  

Disposition 

The issue of what we're going to do 
with the excess plutonium and uranium is of key concern here.  

As you know, we've got several thousand pits stored here 
with more being added every day.  

I am disappointed that the PEIS gives so little guidance 
on what's to be done.  

We need to get on with making these key decisions.  
Two weeks ago at Los Alamos, 

I was able to see firsthand some of the work involved in the Aries project.  

We have some very promising technologies, 
but the country needs leadership.  

and our area needs confidence that DOE knows what it is doing 
and is doing the right thing.  

As long as I am in the Congress, 
I will be involved in making these decisions 

and I will do everything I can 
to see that our area is protected, 

to see that our nation is secure, 
and to see that our children have the opportunity to live in freedom.

1/08.03.00

TX-040

080300 Comment Number 1

The PEIS is an analysis of the environmental impacts that could occur if DOE 
implemented a Proposed Action, in this case, storage and disposition of 
weapons-usable fissile materials. The PEIS is used by the decisionmakers 
along with other information to make the best possible decision on which of 
the alternatives, if any, should be taken to accomplish the Government's goals 
and needs.
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Two

WASGNTON, 0.0 M065-4= 

may 5. 1996 

The Honorable Hatel O'LesY 

U.S. Departmenit of Energy 
Forratal Building 
1000 Independence Aven.it S.W 
Wahingl^t. DC 20535 

Dear Secretary O'Leay 

Thank you for the opportunity to commnmt on the UýS. Deparimena of Energy's (DOE) Programmatic 

Environmental Impact Stateents (PEISs) on Stockpile Stewardship and Management (SSM) and 

Storage and Disposition (S&D) of Weapona-Usable Finsile Materials Please also consider this our 

comment on dIte Pune Site-Wide Environmental impact Statement, since most of the issues addressed 

in tleie doaument we identical.

Firs and forenast. we we adamant that any curent and fiure functions at Pantex be co•iducted in a 

safe and environmentally sound manner Our rnst priority is to maime ihat any expansion at PanteX 

be implemented in a wsy that does not impair the health or safety of rea residents or have an adverse 

effect a the sevronmemnt Thes goa l a erve as a prereiquite to any currrnt and future activities at 

Patena including expansion.  

We a pleade d that DOE selected Pa-e as the pefteed alternative for asemblyldisassembly, thereby 

aboidnuing •a•ler plans to tranafer dane function to tdhi Nevada Tat Site (NTS). However, by 

failing ao recoize Pante a the peferred cmdidate site for new and/or consolidated stockpile 

nagent facilities, die DOE overlooked the bat nite foro maintaining the integrity of the U S 

nuclear sckpile and ataning maximum effici•ncies wid cos savings.  

Pants is perhaps the wmo con-effective altenative for any new constrtion of SSM facilities. First.  

labor asm. utility twen, aid water and land availability at Pantex. a well in public supporta m more 

umenable than thove at any odte Complex site It is appropriate to cosider Pone as an alternative 

site Our all future defense-reland facilities to complement activities at the national lhn (such as the 

plumed Atlas Facility amd plumsis•n pit farickation site at Los Alamta National La.botory [LANL]) 

DOE makes io mention of a sratet c phisn•im rnsteve that we believe is important to our future 

national sacuriy wneds, eves thotgh the PEIS merntiow that astategic 1r ge should be co-located with 

dinsnasibly. We believe Patin should be the preferred site for sucl a mission in coordination with 

its managsanat infuctions. The Location of additional defenise-relaed activities at Pantex would ensure 

that cam tedmcitd capabilities us preserved aa location that ca senure them at the most efficient cost 

to the American people 'In its deliberations. DOE should insist that budgetaty comparisons between 

Paster and other sites are accurate, and include capital, transportation, training. retmediation. and other 

costs

1 1/09.00.04

M-236

090004 Comment Number 1

Potential environmental consequences of each Pantex alternative were 
analyzed in the PEIS. Results of these environmental analyses will be given 

full weight, along with other factors such as cost, technical risk, schedule, and 

national security requirements, in the process of selecting the storage strategy 

and site and disposition strategy and technology for the Fissile Materials 

Disposition Program. Pantex will continue to operate in compliance with all 

Federal, State, and local requirements.
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Consistent with the strengths identified above for increased stewardship and management duties. the 

high explosives (HE) functions should also remain at Pante. Because the production 

assembly/disassembly functions remain at Pantes, the HE fabrication duties should be present at the 
coentponding site After all, the SSM draft admits that Pantex must retain HE capabilities to process 
the inventories already on site from dismantling. Therefore, the least expensive alternative is to 
maintain HE functions at Pantex We adamantly disagree with the statement in the PEIS that there are 

no advantages to siting high explosives at Pantex rather than the national labs The capitol outlay alone 

necessary for transfer is cost prohibitive. In addition, should future need arise for new weapons 
production, it will be critical to have the HE facilities at the weapons production/assembly site 

As the sole DOE-authorized facility for assembly and disassembly of nuclear weapons. Pantex has 
historically handled these functions in a safe and efficient manner for more than 40 years. One of the 

challenges faced after dismantling a significant portion of the nuclear stockpile is the processing or 
disposal of the materials that remain. In meeting this challenge, Pantex could continue to store 
plutonium which is already at the site and upgrade facilities for any and all storage options being 

considered by DOE with minimal cost and difficulty. Pantex currently safehouses more than .000 
surplus pits, and plans are being made to ship additional pits from Rocky Flats to Pantex. It make: 
little sense to re-create storage facilities at another site and then unnecessarily transport large amounts 
of plutonium across the county from Pantex.  

We also believe Pantex should be designated the preferred site for any disposition options and related 
functions. It makes budgetary and policy sense to site disposition where storage already exists 

Furthermnore, it makes no sense from any perspective, budget or otherwise, to site strategic storage at 

one site and surplus at another. Pantex should be selected for both storage functions. Pantex has the 
necessary safety, security, and surveillance capabilities to accommodate an expanded role with minimal 
costs and it is the production site closest to Los Alamos, the planned pit fabrication site.  

Based upon these reasons, we respectfully urge DOE to designate Pantex as the preferred alternative 
site for all existing and new stockpile management and stewardship functions as well as consolidation 

of all plutonium storage and disposition and any related functions. Thank you again for the opportunity 
to comment on these documents 

Yours respectfully,

2/08.03.01

KAY B [LEY H UTCHISON 
Untied States Senator

PHIL GRAMMI 
United States Senator

M-236

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentors' support of 
Pantex. Decisions related to future missions at Pantex will be based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.
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pUREst) Of ECONOMIC GeOLOGY 

-. THE UNIVEIRSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN 

105 oSP..4~ 514 130 .W.rt T-u~ 78158-4117 

April 25. 1996 

u.s. Departmentt of Energy 
Office of PuSS. Materials 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington. DO 20026 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

The blogwing are review comments 00 the '3lerag* and Dispositlion Of Weapons. Usable 

Fisefle mat euilts Draft Programmatic Environmenltal impact Sisatemant' from staff at 

the Bureau ot Ec~ongmC Geology of The University of Texsa at Austin.  

General Comment: 

Sections 3.5.4. and 3.5.5., which descrbe Wafer 19SOUtCOSS end geology and Lots, do 

not provide aideuate Informationi for the feeder to determ~ine 9 orwrnment 1/09.00.04 
impacts could result from proposed etfernative acftions at Pentax.  

Specific Comments: 

paeg 846, pars. 3. potentilts Implicito ath ialng-lefts storage alternative at Pentax 

depend greatly on wastel disposal practices in additiofn to the natural 

chasracteristics af the site. Although the Ogall ala Is a valuable end critically 

Imsportant ground-Water resource, the presence of the resource does not 

necesasrily make It vulnerable to Impacts ot waste storage. Detal~ed studies by 

the Bureaut of Economitc Geology end otler enIftles htave shown Ithte recharge to the 

perchfed and Og1all oquttears Is lataed through pia"a or elliot slly ponded areas 

suc as tinchas anid thin rechaerge in upland or interpleay aweas Is negognle.

hydraulic Steed over atlffcOtit time to citv waters below the Zone af 

enapoirripWWlO. Recterg of water or contarnsttnt may alsoeOccur beneath 

marrmede excavations Such as afficher and landfill aMS wher runo11`0 cert 

ancunutsle (these srm roughly analogous to ploayes) Or as t111e reagul of bealting 

underground storrage tanks. APWprorlte englneetg precitoes ts prevent 

releases from storage site* anid placemlent oI storage lacllta In uIpan 

(intauplaya) ariase at fth Pgstes Plant should Utiml the potendialtaxr adverse 

Impacts to water resources at Pantex. As long as no wastes wre Introduced into the 

playas. burled on site, or piaced in an area where water car, flow through the 

wastes at ponld In contact with the wastes, contaminatlsf should noti be transported 

Snt0 the subsurface anid th 0gallas ShoUld not be Impacted by Pantas Activities.  

proper engineering anid adequate monitoring and maintenance5 would, however.  

minimize Impacis of long-term storage an the Ogallala at the Pentax Plant.

2/09.04.04

F-026

090004 Comment Number 1

The information provided in the PEIS provides the decisionmaker with 

adequate information to select a site-specific, long-term storage alternativc.  

This is particularly true considering the programmatic nature of this 

document and the fact that neither of these resources is considered to be a key 

discriminator in the long-term storage decision.

Comment Number 2

Current and future operations at Pantex are not expected to affect the water 

quality of the Ogallala Aquifer. However, since this aquifer is being depleted 

(that is, the current withdrawal is exceeding the current recharge), Pantex 

operations contribute to the depletion of the Ogallala Aquifer and are 

analyzed in the PEIS.
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U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Flos"11 Materilus 
May 3, 196 
Page 2

FIgues 3.5.-1 and 3. A.4-2. Playns ate Inom r y17  labeled I s Cry taIes on t "0os 
maps. Plsy" Should be descfaed as ephamera toles. as they a-e In Migure 
3.5.1.-4. Most pisya•, tnclucdlng plays$ 2, 3. 4. S. and Pentax iake, hoIl Water 
for I lo 3 months per year. Playa 1 holds walr throughout the yew because If 
receovees dlachge forn the Pames waast waler treatment plea.  

Figures 3.5.4-1 Wnd 3.5.4-2. These maps Indicate tUMe fi southern boundary of the 
Pantex she Incudes the right-o.way for both U.S. H•ghway 80 NWd the 
Burlington Northern nd4 Sans re Ilroad. Compe with fig" 5.5.1-1 where "th souhern botmndary Is shown correlty.  

Page 3-164, pers. . Dom from seismic surveys anrd playa basin corm acquired by 
the Bunreu of Eonomnci OGokogy suggest 2Wt pylas 3 and S and Pelnex late awe 
surface epreessions of local Siubsdence related to disaolution of underlying 
Permian sal beds.  

P. 3-164, pars. 1. All playas shown in figures 3.5.1-1. 3.5.4.1. and 3.5.4-2 
exce play 3 are apprlrnoaxi y 900 to 1000 m In diametr.  

P. 3-164, pars. 2. The Ithology ot the Ogalata Fornation is not describd The 
descrip•fon should ince a briaf discusslon of the complex heterogeneity of the 
Ogallata because the varialton In Sediment typs controls ground water low In 
thgo lormobon. The Significance of the finerehid zone as wel as grovels In 
bu•ted chatnneis beneath the plant should be explaiand.  

P. 3-164. pers. 2 or 3. No attempt Is made to describe the rote of sill dCsotutlon 
And Subsidence in the formation of pliya yasins. HIgh olueltods in sifeIn, 
dVainting the region Ind1c1te that these processes ae acltve reginaelly. No 
mention Is made of the potentla affects, If any, of dissodlurtiotInduced sukbidence 
at the plant.  

P. 3-164. pare. 5. No attempt Is made to point out that Randal clay soils ate 
VerdSOIS wed Ial deep desicatiton croat and rtoo tbuie, which we potentlal 
pehnways ltr reltarge, are Cbfeclrodstlo of these sols. Furthertnor, these 
soles have a rf moisture regIme, which means that water moves down through 
the 60o at some l1ne In most years. That Iss. rcharge occurs trough ev these 
ciay sofi.  

Page 4-187. pwra. 1. Ih is stated that the TNRCC projects tha there wifl be adequate 
water wtil the year 240. In fact this pr•j•tlon Is probably from a Texee 
Water Development Board report from the early or mid-i a0's.  

Page 4-167. para. 3. It Is stated that *No additlonal impacts to groundwater quality 
are anticipated because there are no direct discharges to groundwater'. This 
Seems at lenat a agme mhseading In tw eras. First. exactly how does one dolhie 
diret disch1arge? The contaminants east at Zone 12 south document a tllfy 
direca pat"hwy ftr recharge water from the surlace to the aqulfer. Second. the 
current plans for reatlng contamlnlted water at the plant rely on the reinjectlon

3/09.04.04 

4/09.04.04 

5/09.05.04 

6/09.05.04 

7/09.05.04 

5/09.05.04 
cont.  

8/09.05.04 

9/09.04.04 

10/09.04.04 

F-026

090404 Comment Number 3

Figures 3.5.4-1 and 3.5.4-2 were corrected in the Final PEIS show playas a 
ephemeral lakes.

090404

O

Comment Number 4

Figures 3.5.4-1 and 3.5.4-2 were corrected in the Final PEIS.

090504 Comment Number 5

Considerable attention has been given to the possible origin of playas.  
Gustavson et. al. summarized playa development as follows: "These 
landforms are the result of a series of intermittently active processes, 
including wind, fluvial erosion and lacustrine deposition, pedogenesis, 
dissolution of soil carbonate, salt dissolution and subsidence, and animal 
activities, that collectively produced the typically shallow and roughly 
circular playa basis on the High Plains. We infer that playa basins are stable 
landforms that, once initiated, remain as part of the landscape." Recent work 
in Pain 1994 using shallow seismic data has determined that the structure 
beneath the playas at Pantex shows displacement of Ogallala strata attributed 
to dissolution of underlying salt beds.  

Salt dissolution is a process that has resulted in major post-Permian 
structures. In Carson County, a large depression is filled with sediment of the 
Ogallala Formation. Presence of the Ogallala deposits in the depression 
indicates that the basin existed prior to Ogallala time and that the local 
dissolution was underway prior to or during the deposition of the Ogallala 
Formation.  

The following text has been added to Section 3.5.5 of the Final PEIS: "Recent 
work using shallow seismic data has determined that the structure beneath the 
playas on Pantex and adjacent areas shows displacement of Ogallala strata.  
This displacement is attributed to the dissolution of underlying salt beds." 
With this addition, the discussion of salt dissolution in the PEIS is considered 
adequate considering the programmatic nature of this document and the fact 
that this resource is not considered to be a key discriminator in the long-term 
storage decision.
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UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUSTIN, TX, 

THOMAS C. GUSTAVSON 
PAGE 3 OF 4 

u.S. Depwuten of Energy 
Office of Fleaslle Materials 
May 3. 11t 
Pap 3

of eilsted water Into she aquifer. This Injection would also qually a iect 
dlaschsle to lIe aquIfer.  

Pige 4.114, par. I. Datk Iron Islamic surveys end pleay Wain COMa aqurd by 
the &rMa of Ecorofll Geology suggest that playa 3 a"t 5 Old Parie lae* arel 
surfac ap ea .n *I local aub idenle related to disso lu fiorn of r l 
partrial Neat beft. Ettae .otg raMtl esa we low (adout 0.1 
mmly). but vUertical movement may be eploodl.  

Page 4-151. The &mount of ground-•iatr dedine that will resull from projecled 

production rates Wa gkoet as 1.5 Wvyr. What Is the source of thisf number. The 
wrIer elmea to me nttion sl at thlls nct•I n tt• l increses wll be in ad dition to 

the d resulting from the Amarillo Well ield CUMrrnf rtes" of decline I 

the roea of the Pentax weO aId are approximately 2 ft"y. It would seem 

approptiate In a discu•slIn of ground-wlter resources to inchids the Imrpect of 

the Amarllot wal field on the ground-water resources at the PanteX Plant.  

If you hise any questions cncernitng these comrmera please call me at (512) 471.  

0232.  

Thomasn C. Giparoan 
Senilor Research Scientist

10/09.04.04 cont.  

5/09.05.04 
cont.  

11/09.04.04

cc: R. Mduker. Govamo 011tc0 
T. Gmithaw. BEG 
J. Rteny. BEG 
0. RaicWlf, BEG

F-026

The potential effects, if any, of dissolution-induced subsidence at Pantex is 
addressed in Section 4.2.4.5 of the Final PEIS. The potential impacts due to 

subsidence (resulting in sinkholes and/or surface rupture) at Pantex are 

considered negligible since salt dissolution is a slow process relative to 

human activities and most active salt dissolution in the region is concentrated 

near the Eastern Caprock and at the Canadian River Escarpments.

090504 Comment Number 6

The Department of Energy concurs with the commentor. As a result, the text 
in Section 3.5.5 of the PEIS has been modified as follows: "The playas are 

about 500 to 1,000 m (1,640 to 3,280 ft) across with clay bottoms and depths 

to 9 m (30 ft)."

090504 Comment Number 7

The following text has been added to Section 3.5.5 of the Final PEIS to 
provide a very general description of the Ogallala Formation lithology: 

"consists of interbedded sands, silts, clays, and gravels." A more detailed 

discussion of the lithology of the Ogallala Formation is more information 

than necessary to evaluate impacts for a programmatic review. The geology 

and soils section (Section 4.5) and the groundwater section (Section 4.6) of 

the Draft Pantex EIS (DOE/EIS-0225 D, March 1996) has a more detailed 

discussion of the lithology and groundwater flow characteristics of the 

Ogallala Formation.

090504 Comment Number 8

The Randall clay soils are generally found in the bottom of the playas. The 
playas are a significant part of the surface and subsurface hydrologic system 

at Pantex. The fact that Randall clay soils at Pantex contain potential 

pathways for groundwater recharge is considered in the estimates of annual 

recharge rates to the Ogallala Aquifer. Discussion of aquifer recharge is 

contained in Section 3.5.4 of the PEIS.
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I UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUSTIN, TX, 
o THOMAS C. GUSTAVSON 
00 PAGE 4 OF 4 

090404 Comment Number 9 

The projection is from a 1993 draft of the document entitled High Plains " 

Aquifer System of Texas - 1980 - 1990 Overview and Projections. The authors 

are Ashworth and Peckham of the Texas Water Development Board, which ....  

has since been renamed the TNRCC. In the context used in the Draft PEIS, it 

is appropriate to refer to the current name of the organization.  

090404 Comment Number 10 

For the purposes of this PEIS, a direct discharge to groundwater would be 

injection of water to the aquifer via a well; recharge pathways are not 

considered to be direct discharges. The plans to re-inject treated groundwater 

to the perched aquifer would qualify as a direct discharge to groundwater. The 

text in the No Action Alternative section (Section 4.2.4.4) has been modified 

to reflect this planned activity.  

090404 Comment Number 11 

As discussed in Chapter 4 of the PEIS, the groundwater decline estimates 

were based on a previous study of the Amarillo well field which documented 

a 1.8-m/yr decline when withdrawals averaged 18.5 billion liters (1)/yr.  

Assuming a linear relationship (which is valid to obtain estimates for use at 

the programmatic level), a 0.0001-m/yr decline could be expected for each 

million liters withdrawn.  

The PEIS analyzes the impacts from the Proposed Actions at Pantex and not 

those from other local uses. Pantex operations contributing to the depletion of 

the Ogallala Aquifer are analyzed in the PEIS.



WAKELY, LILA, LAVA HOT SPRINGS, ID 

PAGE 1 OF 1 

0803 01 Comment Number 1 

comment ID: P0010 
Date Reed April 1, 1 The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 

Name: Lila Wakely missions at INEL. Decisions on the storage and disposition of weapons
Addrcu: Lava Hot Sprigs usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical 

Trancip~tion: and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  

I do not want more wast stored in Idaho. No more. We've got too much. I 1/08.03.01 

P-010 ~



WALLIS, WALTER, PALO ALTO, CA 
PAGE 1 OF 1
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alter E. [Gene] Wallis 
2844 WAVERLVYSTItEFT, PALO ALTO, CA 94306-2442 

[415) 321 -iGRrT (#748] FAX Er VOICE 
E-MAIL - 4.NCLEGENE@MSN.CO?.

Department of Energy 
Fissile Material Disposal

March 8, 1996

Gentlefolk:

If an asteroid is detected in a collision course with the Earth, it is 
almost certain that any plan to divert will require forces in the 
nuclear range, and that there will be very little time to assemble 
the material required.  

I suggest that consideration be given to establishing, under multi
national monitoring, a repository of bomb-grade material 
determined to be sufficient both for the propulsion and for the 
demolition or diversion of an asteroid. If we need it and yet we 
have already made it unavailable as some plans now suggest, we 
will kick ourselves until the day we die, especially if that death 
could have been avoided

1/01.04.00

010400 Comment Number I

Comment noted.

WatrteA E. Wa~is

F-001
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WALTER, CARL E., PLEASANTON, CA 
PAGE 1 OF 6

627 Rowel Lane 
Pleasanton, CA 94566 

May 2, 1996 

J. David Nulton 
Director, NEPA Compliance and Outreach 
Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
P. O. Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

Dear Mr)tIt. -. tJe

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your 15-cm-thiCk(l) PEIS compendium 
on the various ways that you have considered for storing, dispositioning, or doing 
nothing about varioua kinds of DOE-owned fissile matedals. I will restrict my response 
to only a few salient comments with respect to excess weapon plutonium disposition 
in the hope that they are sufficiently concise that you read them, and more hopefully, 
that you consider them positively and take the appropriate action.  

"The most serious flaw in the PEIS Is the ailnost absolute disconnection from 
the real Issue, the 'dear and present danger* represented by abundant excess 
weapon plutonium in Russia. [See last sentence, p. S-1]. This is a fatal flaw.  
As I pointed out in my comments (October 1994, copy attached) to the DOE 
Notice of Intent to engage in this PEIS, it is not consistent to consider excess 
weapon plutonium to be a "clear and present danger' and at the same time 
engage in the bureaucratic morass of a formial PEIS exercise. PEIS efforts 
were not expended for the Persian Gulf War, The Haiti Occupation, the 
Somalia Intervention, the on-going Bosnia Peacekeeping, etc. None of these 
major Federal actions has constituted a 'clear and present danger' to the 
national security of our country. Disposition of excess weapon plutonium in 
Russia. on the other hand, is a serious national security issue for Americans.  
We have already allowed valuable time to sip away. We must begin bilateral 
efforts at once (certainly not unilateral efforts as indicated in the PEIS, p. S-1).  
even If It means spending U. S. money In Russia to accomplish this 
Intemational plutonium disposition mission.  

" The comrplete absence of quantitative schedule considerations (except for a 50
year temporary storage criterion) does not provide a basis for either 
d1etingulaling between altemattvea or assessing the endurance of the 'dear 
and present dange represented by excess weapon plutonium.  

" The National Academy of Sciences has suggested that the cost of disposition 
of excess weapon plutonium should be considered in the context of our 
national security budget However, the PEIS does not provide comparative 
costs of the alternatives. In fact, screening criteria are only listed for long-term 
storagel With no coat data to evaluate, how is the public (or DOE) to assess 
the viabilty of the various altematlves? On the other hand, the fast reactor 
altemative (see below) was summarIly ruled out in the PEIS because it would 
be more costly.

1/13.00.00 

2/07.00.00 

3/07,02.00 

M-136

130000 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy has an ongoing effort to assist the Russians in 
dealing with the "clear and present danger," including a joint study to assess 
Pu disposition technologies, and plans for joint demonstrations of some of 
these technologies to remove the uncertainties of their viability. At the same 
time, DOE also has the responsibility to comply with NEPA and prepare 
environmental analyses of the various reasonable alternatives for public 
review and comment. Analyses on the cost, schedule, technical, and 
Nonproliferation Policy impacts are presented in separate documents. Taken 
together, these analyses will support DOE's ROD on the path forward for 
implementation of the President's Nonproliferation Policy.

070000 Comment Number 2

Schedule data, along with technical and cost data, were provided in Technical 
Summary Reports of both storage and disposition beginning in late July 1996.  
The cost data provided in these reports included estimated transportation 
costs.

070200 Comment Number 3

Cost data, along with technical and schedule data, were provided in Technical 
Summary Reports of both storage and disposition beginning in late July 1996.

0•

0 

0 
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WALTER, CARL E., PLEASANTON, CA 
PAGE 2 OF 6

0,

A considerable amount of effort was expended by DOE (over thirty million 

dollars) in the 1992-95 time period to assess the capability of reactor 

alternatives for disposition of excess weapon plutonium. Work was performed 

by the major reactor designers under contract to DOE. This work was 

subsequently evaluated by DOE in the Plutonium Disposition Study. A report 
on Phase I of the Study was published in July 1993, and the report on Phase 2 

was to have been published in October 1994. The PEIS includes a 58-page 

list4g of references, however neither of the DOE Study evaluations (In which I 

participated) are Included. I understand that the Phase 2 Study evaluation 

exists as a draft report, but has been held back to insure its political 
correctness. Another good reference is the summary prepared by Ron Omberg 

and myself in February 1993 of the work performed by the DOE Plutonium 
Disposition Task Force. In the spirit of DOE 'openness', the availability of this 
information should be made known to the public.  

Despite the absence of quantitative schedule considerations, the fast reactor 

(among others) was discounted as a comparative aternative for disposition, on 

the basis that it would be more time-consuming. The PEIS does not reference 

any of several published papers by MINATOM and other Russian officials that 

state that a fast reactor Is Russia's only acceptable alternative for disposition of 

their excess weapon plutonium while producing valuable power. Russia has 

made it very clear that is the approach they will take. Why then would 
disposition of U. S. plutonium in a fast reactor not be a timely approach? 

It is apparent that my comments on the NOI had no Implicit or explicit affect on the 

PEIS process. Is there a record of the official action taken with respect to my NOI 

comments? May I expect to hear from you, or otherwise receive a reply to this 

present letter? Again, thanks for the opportunity to comment. I believe that 

Americans would be forever thankful that excess weapon plutonium were 

dispositioned in Russia during the next ten years. This could be, If in fact we consider 

their inventory to be a clear and present danger and a threat to our national security.  

Otherwise, our debtor government should stop borrowing additional money to waste 

on more studies and the execution of bureaucratic procedures.

4/08.00.00 

5/01.03.00 

6/08.02.00

Sincerely, 

Carl E. Walter

M-136

080000 Comment Number 4

All of the source documents used in preparing the PEIS are available to the 
public in DOE Public Reading Rooms or upon request to DOE. DOE has used 

open, publicly available information to the maximum extent possible. No 

commercial organization's proprietary information was used in preparing the 

PEIS.

010300 Comment Number 5

The Integral Fast Reactor concept uses a reactor fuel cycle design still under 
development; however, the development program was recently terminated by 

the Administration and Congressional action. Since Pu disposition can be 

accomplished using existing technologies, there is no justification for 

developing this advanced technology.

080200 Comment Number 6

The comment on the NOI was reviewed as part of the scoping process on this 
PEIS. The acceptance of the comment is noted in DOE's Scoping Meeting 

Comment Summary Report (DOE/MD-001) and the resolution of that 

comment is reported in the PEIS Implementation Plan (DOE/EIS-0229-IP).
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WALTER, CARL E., PLEASANTON, CA 
PAGE 3 OF 6 

627 Rowell Lane 
Pleasanton, CA 

94566 

October 12, 1994 

U.S. Depmrtment of Energy 
dlo Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education 
P. 0. Box 117 
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-0117 

Attention: Robert Mantrd, EESD 

Dear Mr. Menard:.  

Following are my comments on 'The Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare a 
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) titled ltorage and 
Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials'. These comments were 
solicited concurrently with publication of the NO{ In the Federal Register, v. 59, 
n. 118, p. 31985, June 21, 194.  

I offer these comments as an informed private citizen and a registered nuclear 
engineer In the State of California. I have over 38 years of engineering 
experience dealing with nuclear materials end systems. For the past three 
years I have participated In various studies concerning disposition of excess 
weapon plutonium. I have four concerns with respect to the approach to 
disposition of excess weapon plutonium that Is outlined in this NOI.  

1. PEIS: An Unnecessary Delay 
At the highest level of my concerns is the considered neossity by DOE to 
invoke the NOI/PEIS/ROO procedure in the matter of disposition of excess 
weapon plutonium. DOE cites the recent NAS study on managernent and 
disposition of excess plutonium as the basis for the action they propose. Yet the 
NAS admonition of a "dler end present danger* posed by excess weapon 
plutonium, while explctly cited. is Inpliclly Ignored by DOE. The danger to the 
U.S., of course, Is the presence of plutonium in Russia. If in fact the Is a clear 
and present danger, then a major Federal action such as disposition of 
plutonium in the U.S. (and more imlpotantly to Instil in Russia a sense of 
urgency) should be exempt from the time-consuming NOUPEISIROO process. A 
responsible government cannot on the one hand proclakn danger, and on the 
other hand proceed with 'business as usual. it is Imnportant to begin at once to 
prudently dispose of our excess plutonium so that we may. through negotiation 
and treaty, exact similar actions in Russia at once, while a presumably receptive 
Russian government Is in place. There is no mention in the NOI about how 
disposition of U.S. excess weapon plutonium would be tied to actions taken by 
Russia with their excess weapon plutonium. Time Is of the essence to get 
agreement with Russia and commence disposition there as well as in the U.S. I 
note that, while the recent Persian Gulf War would appear to have been a major 

M-136 ft
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WALTER, CARL E., PLEASANTON, CA 
PAGE 5 OF 6 

3. Action: Not Conivoluted Managemont and Study. Study...  
i ailvey. that the excess weapon pFutonium disposit•on program .Isbeng poorly 
managed by DOE. This was a major concern of th Office of Technlog:y 
Assessment (OTA) in their Sepember 1993 report Olmantliing to Bomb and 
Managng th Nuclear Matelrial. OTA concluded that ultimate d*i0speo Of 
excess plutonium from dismantled warheads Is essentialy a •.Man miaion 
and that the DOE organlzation that has ben carrying out th weapon 

prdcto mission (D=es Progra) Is not well aulted to take on the new 
mter dspoelton mssin'. Disposition of eoxc•e weapon plutoIum should 
be tied So the Defense Program of DOE nmly at an irnteace itu makes Mu 
"oxea material availIele to the Disaposlon Prrm OTA gpggoed that a 

new oranization outside of DOE mare emess materiall or VM a new 
orgarization within DOE be estabished. DOE qukd did Mhe Wir (bl slataled 

the new organization with a number of Defense Progrm personnel aNd 
ass~iged to it reapomalbility for storag of all waspormtaable Ilasile materiaL not 
Just exces" matlrial). and started the third sut•yn dispositib• - .  

many years. DOE mus take action. not egage in yet another tudy

4. Best Dlspositlon Method: Obviously FIssioa 
The best method for plutonium disposition Is already clear to 0hoe who have 
considered the lIsues. Only the fissio process can be used to Practically 
Irreversibly after the isotopic compositon of weapon plutonkiu. Only In this way 

is the risk of dvoersion of thds material reduced to that already present in 
commercial sPent fuel. Maso. plutonium contains a large amount of energJ.  
which only a der~e or misinformed DOE would not utiliz. ne an row 
away energy on the one hand and oan tMe otw hand clairn to nwture a 
philosophiy of consevation oll energy. One cannoct on Mue one hand uose 
electricity and champion Mu emvirornmeri and on Mu* other hand bury 
plutonium. Certainly. Russia wil not bury their weapon plurtonium. but win 
eventually bum it in nuclesr reactors. We ahould help as we can to Insure that 
thia happens sconr, rat•r than Iater• to borrows term from the 'AS study. It 
is alo abundantly clear from recent presentations by various kowledgable 
speakers fronm France. England. and JaWpan tha they will use their plutonium 
benfiially. We should recover p0utnksm from the emces weapon plutonium 

inventory for feed material for reactor fue as soon as pou09 . We should 
initiate fabdcatio and twstng of MOX uW elemment In existing reactors as Soon 
as posible. We should already have started these actions two Yers ago. No 
wonder OTA lack& oonfidence in DOEI 

Thank you for the opportunity to commert. I look fo*rwud to yoour response.  

Sincerely.  

Cad E Waler 

M-136
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WALTON, BARBARA A., OAK RIDGE, TN 
PAGE 1 OF 3

Comment Number 1

85 Claymore Lane 
Oak Ridge, TN 37830 
June 3, 1996 

To: DOE-Office of Fiesile Materials Disposition 
From: Barbara A. Welton 
Suejnct: Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS), Storage and Disposition 

of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials 

General Comments: 
I. The release ofthis Draft PEIS at the same time as the Stockpile Stewardship and Management 

Draft PEIS is unfortunate. Holding concurrent public hearings is unacceptable.  

2. Fig. S-IS, on page S-37, is tnisning the Electrometallurgical Treatment Alternative.  

3. The locations chosen for ORR on pages 2-38 and 2-81 are extremely bad. I hope the other 
potential sites have not been similarly treated 

Preferred Alternatives: 
I. 1 was encouraged by the lack of preferred alternatives in this drafl PEIS, this encourages 

public input and indicates an open mind on the part of DOE.  

2. 1 support the Upgrade at Multiple Sites Alternative for Long-Term Storage. I do, however, 

have a reservation about the potential environmental impact, at Pastex, on the Ogalalla aquifer 

and would be supportive of some consolidation at NTS using the P-Tunnel. This may also enable 

inclusion ofthe RFETS material 
3 I am unequivocally opposed to the collocation of Pu and HEU.  

4. A preferred alternative for disposition is much more problematic; it may be desirable to 

separate it from the process, as was done with the Disposition of HEU, in order to reach a timely 

decision on the Long-Term Storage.  

Discussion of Disposition Alternatives 

I. No Action would, in effect, make long-term storage indefinite, difficult and costly This is not 

acceptable.  
2. The Deep Borehole needs more study on geological consequences. Immobilized Disposition 

may be a viable alternative, but not by the DOE's scheduled ROD for this PEIS of late 1996.  

3. Imsobilization, especially Electrometallurlgical Treatment, appears promising. BUT MERELY 

CREATES HIGH-LEVEL WASTE, which has not yet been addressed (it was outside the scope 

of the Draft Waste Management PEIS). Therefore, I consider this option not viable at this timn 

4. Reactor options in the US are not politically acceptable at this time. I believe this may change 

in the long run, as global impacts of fossil fuel usage become better understood by the US public.  

It is also not economically viable; the blending of HEU will provide domestic reactors with ample 

fuel in the near term I suggest quietly pursuing the CANDU Reactor option for political viability

1/08.02.00 
2/16.00.00 
3/01.00.00 

4/08.02.00 
5/08.03.01 

6/08.03.01 
1 7/08.03.01 

8/01.00.00 

9/08.03.01 
1 10/09.05.08 
1 11/08.03.01 

12/08.03.01 

13/08.03.01

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's concern about the 
integration of public meetings on draft EISs. The joint meetings on the 

Storage and Disposition PEIS, the Stockpile Stewardship and Management 

PEIS, and the Pantex EIS were held using a integrated format at the request 

of several organizations and citizen advisory boards. They stated that such 
meetings "would be more convenient and provide a less confusing format for 

public participants. It would avoid duplication, permit a much more efficient 

use of the public's time and allow a more informed decision about the issues."

160000 Comment Number 2

Based on comments received, the Summary of the Draft PEIS was revised.  
All revisions made are included in the Summary of the Final PEIS.

010000 Comment Number 3

Comment noted.

080200 Comment Number 4

Comment noted.

080301 Comment Number 5

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Upgrade Storage Alternative. Decisions on storage of weapons-usable fissile 

materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 

studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 6

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for new 
missions at the NTS. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, technical and 

economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080200
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080301 Comment Number 7 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the " 
Collocation Alternative. Decisions on storage of weapons-usable fissile .  
materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 1. " 
studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  

010000 Comment Number 8 0 

Separating storage from disposition would not effectively meet the purpose 
of and need for the Proposed Action. Planning for storage of the surplus Pu 
pending disposition is closely related to that for the disposition activities and 
would be affected by the technology(ies) selected to implement the Proposed 
Action. DOE is confident that a decision can be made on disposition 
technologies at this time, and is continuing to expand a range of small scale 
tests and demonstrations of some Pu disposition technologies to remove 
uncertainties in viability.  

08 03 01 Comment Number 9 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to 
continuing or long-term storage. Decisions on storage of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  

09 05 08 Comment Number 10 

The deep borehole complex is not defined for a specific or representative site.  
Therefore, a limited assessment of the environmental impacts was done for 
the geological and other resources. Should either of the Deep Borehole 
Alternatives be selected, a siting study would be conducted in coordination 
with a site-specific discussion of environmental (including geological) 
conditions and impacts. The identification and acceptance of a site location 
would require extensive site characterization to ensure that the primary 
objective of the deep borehole complex, hydrologic isolation from the 
biosphere, would be met.
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08 03 01 Comment Number 11 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 

Immobilization Alternatives. Decisions on disposition alternatives will be 

based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national 

policy considerations, and public input.  

08 03 01 Comment Number 12 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 

Electrometallurgical Treatment Alternative. Decisions on disposition of 

weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, 

technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 

input.  

08 03 01 Comment Number 13 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 

CANDU Reactor Alternative. Decisions on the disposition of weapons

usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical 

and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  

0
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WASHIINGTON PURl IC POWER SUI'PI.y $YSTE..  

May 7, 1996 

Greqory P. Rudy, Acting Director 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
Department of Energy 
P.O. Sox 2,736 
Washington, D.C. 20024-3786 

U.. Coueets ea Deft12 5Strg 
Re s os= 12o ofm 'x "eon sabl ... u Materials f 

Dear Mr. Rudy: 

On March 6, 1996, the Department of Energy ("Department" 
or "DO0") published in the Federal Register a notice of 
availability of a draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 
("draft PETS") on the potential environmental impacts of various 
alternatives for the storage and disposition of surplus weapons
usable fissile materials. 41 Ted. Req. 9443 (March 6, 1996). The 
notice also announced a series of public meetings to discuss and 
receive comments on the draft PETS and an opportunity for written 
public comment on the draft PEIS.  

The Washington Public Power Supply System ("Supply 
System-) is interested in this matter as it relates to the use of 
existing commercial light water reactors for the disposition of 
surplus veapons plutonium. The Supply System has submitted 
responses to the Department's request for expressions of interest 
in plutonium disposition (40 Fed. Reg. 44,104 (Dec. 13, 1965)) and 
an unsolicited proposal to use the Supply System's operat nq JNP-2 
reactor to conduct a lead use assembly MOX fuel program, and has 
had numerous other interactions with the Department in furtherance 
of the Supply System's villingness to assist the Department with 
its plutonium disposition mission. Most recently, the Supply 
System participated in the public meetings on the draft PETS which 
were hold in Richland, Washington; Las Vegas, Nevada; Amarillo, 
Texas; and Washington, D.C.. In addition to comments made by 
Supply System representatives at these several public meetings, the 
Supply System offers the following written comments on the draft 
PETS.  

/ IM* Letter to Mr. Hovard Canter from Mr. William G. Counsil 
dated August 25, 1595, with enclosure.  

F-035
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Coamdata on the Draft Palo 

The Supply System commaends the Department on the thorough 

and detailed consideration of potential environmental impacts of 

various plutonium disposition options in the draft PEUS. We 

believe that the draft PEI$ generally gives appropriate treatment 

to the environmental impacts of the several technologies being 

seriously considered by the Department for plutonium disposition, 

and that the draft PEI$ clearly demonstrates that the option of 

using existing commercial light water reactors poses the fewest 

incremental environmental impacts of any of the options considered.  

To further increase the usefulness of the PETS in support of the 

expeditious implementation of a plutonium disposition program, the 

supply System offers the following specific comments: 

a The Supply System urges the Department to finalise the PETS 

premptiy &Ad to move to a Record of Deoision end Request Por 
Proposals in an expeditious mummer.  

As the draft PZIS recognizes, a plutonium disposition program 

is necessary to implement the President's Nonproliferation and 

Export Control Policy in a safe, reliable, cost-effective, 
technically feasible, and timely manner. Draft PETS at 1-5.  

Prompt action is necessary to demonstrate the United States' 

commitment to these objectives which will, as the draft PUTS 

notes, -set() a model for proliferation resistance- and 

"aenble the United States to . . . negotiate reciprocal 

actions with other nations for the disposition of surplus 

weapons-usable Pu." Draft PUZS at 1-5. Indefinite storage of 

this material, or pursuit of options which cannot be 

implemented for many years, will not satisfy these objectives.  

The option of using existing commercial light water reactors, 
on the other hand, is safe, reliable, and cost-effective, is 

the only technically proven disposition option, and can be 
implemented in the most timely manner.  

s The Supply Systea encourage* the Department to go beyond 
".t.chnology el ou"tiem and to include (or reference), to the 

extent oesi:lo, readily avaisable environmental data and 

amalyses associated with projeet-specifie options.  

To some extent, the Department has already addressed this 
issue, by including "representative" site-specific data on 

citing and operating characteristics of existing reactors 

(derived from actual plant data, including IUWP-2 information 

(Draft PETS at 3-345)) and similar data for at least one 

partially completed reactor. The Department makes it clear 

that these sites are being considered "for analysis only- and

1/08.03.01 

2/08.03.01 

3/01.04.00

F-035

080301 Comment Number 1

Comment noted.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 

Existing LWRAlternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 

materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 

studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

010400 Comment Number 3

Comment noted. The decision will be based not only on environmental 
analyses, but also on analyses of technical, cost, schedule, and policy aspects 

of the reasonable alternatives as reflected in the Technical Summary Report 

issued by DOE beginning in late July 1996 and the Nonproliferation Report 

in the fall of 1996. Should the Existing LWR Alternative be selected, DOE 

would issue a public notice to solicit proposals for implementing this 

alternative. The information the commentor describes would be very useful 

should this alternative be selected.
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that their consideration does not represent a DOE proposal or 
preference. Draft PEI at 5-17. The Supply System encourages 
the Department to include any additional environmental data 
which would support subsequent consideration of a site
specific or project-specific option, such as, for example, 
references to existing IZPA analyses for operating nuclear 
reactors, especially for reactors whose licensees have 
exressed interest to DOE in participating in the plutonium 
disposition mission. while we recognize that the Department 
does not intend to select a specific projact or site in the 
P915, such project-specific or site-specific information could 
conceivably be sufficient to support such a decision in the 
future, without the need for another (e.g.. "tiered') 119, or 
to narrow the scope (and hence speed the completion) of any 
such 3LT.  

0 IS a similar vein, the PIUS shoul expressly recognize that 
for sertalm site-speeeifi oa pzeject-speaifis options, such as 
use Of the VWV-S oeactor, monT of the project-speeifia 
environmental impacts are anas omeaidered in the draft 

With respect to N1P-2, the draft PUXS already analyze* the 
environmental impacts of a pit disassemibly/conversion facility 
and a fuel fabrication facility at the Hanford site (where 
WWP-2 is located). in addition, the draft PRIS considers 
cumulative environmental impacts of such a program at Hanford 
(and finds Hanford second only to the Nevada Test Site in 
terms of desirability on this point). The draft PEIS also 
incorporates date on the environmental setting at Wl-a.  
Draft P9US at 3-345. The PUXS should recognize that these 
elements, when combined and added to the existing 318 for WNP
a operation, constitute an essentially complete consideration 
of the environmental impacts of a WNP-a KOX fuel use program.  

The PUS should also recognize that slP-2 is the MnIX 
operating comerciel reactor located at one of the 
representative sites for which environmental impacts of a NOX 
fuel cycle have already been analysed in the draft PEUS.  
Recognition of this fact in the PUS need not be viewed as a 
DOE expression of preference but merely "tor analysis only," 
in the same manmer that the draft PUXS treats data an the 
partially completed Bellefonte plant. As discussed above, 
however, the analysis could conceivably be used at some later 
date to support, or simplify environmental analysis of, a 
site-specific or project-specific decision.

3/01.04.00 
cont.  

4/01.02.00

F-035

010200 Comment Number 4

Comment noted.
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The Department's choaie of a technology or teohnologies for 

pluto iva dimposition, which is to be made in the final P214, 

should be informed by considerationl of the practical 

availability of, and the suff isiony of existing environmental 

analyses of, sito-speoific or projeot-specific options.

In drawing on environmental information and analyses for 

existing reactors such as HWP-2, the Department need not 

express a preference in the PEIS but rather could simply 

acknowledge the existence Of environmental analyese for 

certain site-specific options in order to reach a more fully 

informed decision on the most desirable plutonium disposltion 

technology or technologies. The fact that the analysis in the 

draft PSIS and other NIPA documents already addresses 

virtually all environmental impacts of a particular technology 

at the site-specific or project-specific level eas it does for 

us. of KOX fuel at WNP-2) should enhance the desirability of 

the reactor-use technology in general. A choice of technology 

should be based not only on comparison of representative 

generic environmental impects, but rather should also involve 

consideration of the practical issue of whether and when a 

particular technology can be implemented. For the reactor-use 

option, unlike the other technologies being considered, the 

site-specific environmental impacts have been largely 

evalued (since they are not expectad to differ significantly 

from the environmental impact. of current operations), and the 

technology has been proven and is available for implementation 

as soon as the supporting facilities are completed.  

in its analysis of the reactor-use option in the final PES, 

the Department should utilize the moSt current available data 

on the throughput capability of boiling water reactors.  

Current data show greater throughput capability than ia 

assumed in the draft PEI$, and hence would support either a 

more expedited plutonium disposition schedule or a program 

requiring loes reactor capacity.  

The draft 7212 should Inolude environmental data on the Fuels 

and Material Examimation Facility (-"Wi") which is loosted on 

the Hanferd Reservation and should seriously consider use of 

the 73M7 ats a KO0 fuel fabrication faoility in support of the 

reactoxr-Us option.  

The n=?F present. several key advantages over construction of 

new NOX fuel fabrication capability: it is essentially 

complete and would require relatively little capital 

investment to provide near-term MOX fuel febrication 

capsblity; it is located on the Hanford Reservation, which

F-035

060209 Comment Number 5

The throughput capabilities reflected in the PEIS for both PWRs and BWRz 
are conservative MOX core designs. More advanced core designs exist that 

can accommodate higher throughputs. The PEIS fuel cycles are idealized 

designs which bound environmental impacts.

010200 Comment Number 6

The FMEF is considered for use as a long-term storage facility for Pu and the 
impacts are included in Section 4.2.1 of the PEIS. For the production of MOX 

fuel, a generic facility was considered for all six DOE sites. At Hanford this 

MOX fuel fabrication facility would be located in the 200-Area adjacent to 

200 East.  

The utilization of the FMEF would be a variant for MOX fuel fabrication at 

Hanford, which is bound by the environmental analysis for the MOX fuel 

fabrication facility located in the 200-Area. Table 2.4-1 of the PEIS provides 

a brief description for variants which includes "Modification/completion of 

existing facilities for MOX fabrication." 

Utilization of FMEF for the Upgrade Alternative would not preclude its use 

to also support Pu disposition activities, for either Reactor or Immobilization 

Alternatives.

-- - ------- --- ---

I

3/01.04.00 
cont.  

5/06.02.09 

6/01.02.00
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would minimize transportation, handling, and security costs if other disposition facilities vere co-located at Hanford; and, perhaps most importantly, the tHEF could be utilised as a "glove box* facility, which could be used to fabricate NOX fuel from the output of the X0X disaasembly/conversion 
facility, but, unlike a typical "canyon-type nOX fuel fabrication facility, would not be capable of reprocessing spent NOX fuel. Therefore, the facility could support a noX Iuel plutonium disposition program without being able to be characterized as a vehicle for domestic reproceasing.  

" The Department's prelimimary observationa regarding the possible seed to utilize both the reactor-u%@ and vitrifioation options support a decision to centralism the plutonium disposition program en the Sanford Reservation.  
The Supply System agrees with the statement in the draft PEtS that some forms of plutonium may not be suitable for KOX fuel use, such that the disposition program may beat be accomplished using a combination of the reactor-use and vitrification alternatives (Draft PYZ2 S-7). In view of this conclusion, the Department should recognise the effioienciea of co-locating the two technologies near the source of mauch of the in-process plutoniuna (i.e., at Hanford) where the two disposition processes (with one using the HNP-2 reactor for NOx fuel consumption) and their waste streams could be treated 
in an integrated fashion.  

"e The S"pply Syatem emeourages the Departmeat to establish* at the outset, a detailed program for treetmemt of all waste streams associated with the plutonium dispositioa program.  

The Department should anticipate and fully addreas cleanup and waste dispoesl issues associated with the plutonium dispsition program. The waste streams for plutonium conversion and fuel fabrication and/or vitrification facilities ahould be fully characterized and specified, and a facility for treatment of those waste streams should be included in the program. The Supply System envisions a waste treatment facility which is co-located with the dieasasmbly/conversioc, conversion, and fuel fabrication facilities on the Hanford reservation. The facility could be constructed at the outset of the disposition program. The facility could then be used in part to process az3..Uhing Department wastes unless and until its full capacity Was needed to process disposition vastes, and then again once the 
d imposition mission was completed. In this way, the plutonium disposition program would be fully integrated into the

6/01.02.00 
cont.  

7/08.03.01 

8/01.02.00

F-035

080301

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for new 
missions at Hanford. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapon-usable 
fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

010200

The design of facilities for the selected Pu disposition alternatives will 
include consideration of waste minimization and treatment of the associated 
waste streams.

M0Q 

CZ,

10010001

!-,& I _ALI..4

Comment Number 7

Comment Number 8
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Department's defense cleanup program in a timely and cost
effective manner.  

To support the process of selectiag a dispositiom technology 
or techmologie., the Department should proceed vith eetivities 
vwhich w*ld further confirm the relatlwo desirability n4" 
near-term availability of the roaster-use optiea, including 
(l) implemantatioa of a mixed oxide ( Nos ) fuel lead use 
a.sembly program in a cuereial reactor and (2) uoe of a 
o ImeroIal reactor as the lead plant to esmmemea the NBC 
li•oeanng presses for use of moI fuel in a commercial reactor.  

These actions vould provide additional Information on the time 
required for Implementation of a NOX fuel use program and 
vould identify any unanticipated technical or licensing 
issues, vhich vould further inform a deciasion on the relative 
desirability of the reactor-use option, vithout prejudicing 
the technology selection decision or overcommitting to the 
reactor-usa option prior to the time of technology selection.  
The inf€ormation gained through these actions would also 
support prompt implementation of the reactor-use option, if 
ulti tely selected.  

We appreciate the opportunity to commnt on these matters 
of extreme importance to global nuclear non-proliferation. We look 
Corvard to the issuance of the final P31S and to further 
opportunities to assist the Department in prompt implementation of 
a plutonium disposition program.  

Chief fhecutive Officer 

WASINTON PUBLIC 
POM SUPPLY SYSTEM

18/01.02.00 
cont.  

9/08.03.00

F-035

080300 Comment Number 9

The Department of Energy is, or will soon start, conducting a series of 
technical demonstrations on certain aspects of some alternatives for the 
purpose of verifying technical parameters and information. This information 
will be used in the decisionmaking process and implementation of an 
alternative if it is selected.
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140000 Comment Number 1

While there may be certain advantages to surface storage, geologic disposal 
of HLW is the focus of Federal waste management programs both here (the 
NWPA as amended) and abroad (Collective Opinions in 1985, 1991, and 
1995 by the Radioactive Waste Management Committee of the Nuclear 
Energy Agency [in cooperation with the IAEA]). Since most of the Pu 
disposition alternatives result in a material form destined to be transported to 
a domestic NWPA-HLW repository (exceptions include the CANDU Reactor 
and Borehole Alternatives), DOE included comparability analyses in 
Appendix H of the PEIS to illustrate that these alternatives have the potential 
to be accepted at such a repository. Any alternatives which were determined 
to significantly exceed (or fall short of) the Spent Fuel Standard were 
eliminated during the screening process which produced the PEIS reasonable 
alternatives.

010600 Comment Number 2

Comment noted.
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SI tt.-. 140000 Comment Number 1 
(9033I)'i-07q0 The Department of Energy applied a screening process along with public 

A .SIF- - -z •', -- A-, --- ,#" input to identify a range of reasonable alternatives for analysis in the PEIS, 
A a'._D4 - # 6-d. nand utilized technical reports and analyses from national laboratories and 

a•,•*• w,• 141.)• A. .&-4 industry to develop a final list of alternatives. Details were published in a 
Ck -5.,• o.separate report, Summary Report of the Screening Process to Determine 

Z ,Reasonable Alternatives for Long-Term Storage and Disposition of Weapons

Lr"ýIýA2 4 tat dx•. •(3- ,,A &.A Y Usable Fissile Materials (DOE, March 1995).  
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1/14.00.00 
cont.  

2/08.03.01

C0-001

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy recognizes the commentor's concern with the 
Borehole Alternatives. Decisions on the disposition alternatives will be based 
upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.
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Date: Wed, I May 1996 
Subject FORUM Form - incoming 

#serial no - 164 
0Mailfitle - FORUM Form - incoming 

#nme w Richard K Tansky 
#title - Site Training Manager 
••ompsny - Westinghouse Savannah River Co.  

#addrl - 116 Sugarberry Rd.  
#addr2 
#city - Aiken 
#stste - SC 
#zip - 29803 
#phone - 803 20"-0773 
ffax - 303 203-0143 

nnaa= -nanskyc= mt 
#ctype - public 
#subject - Potential Savnnah River Involvement 

"" The following is the text of the Authoes Comment.  

Savannah River Site should be selected for interim and long term Pu and HEU 

storage for the following reasons: 

Site Infrastructure - Continuing investments in the site's infracstructurc 

make SRS a logical choice for locating Pu and HEU.  

Community Support - The surrounding community strongly supports the 

continuation of the usc of SRS to support the nation's defense programs 

involving special nuclear materials.  

Workforce Reediness - SRS has demonstrated a commitment to upgrading the 

knowledge and skills ofits workforce and currently had the beat trained and 

therefore the best prepared workforce to take on new misions regardless of the 
technology used.  

Management Commitment to Safe Operations - Both the site's radiological and 

industral safety record speak volumes about the ability of the site to safely 

and reliably carsy out complex, high-tech missions with minimum risk to the 

environment anl rummnd ing population.  

Environmental Impact Baseline Knowledge - The investment in understanding and 

monitoring the ecology of the SRS puts this site in front in terms of being able

11/08,03.01

E-005

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for SRS.  
Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will 

be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, 
national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 1
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to assess environmental impacts and responding to and mitigating them.  

Expertise in Fissile Materials -The site experience in the safe production, 
handling, and storage of both Pu and U, as well an other nuclides, point to SRS z 

as an obvious choice for continuing and expanding this work.  

It will be important for the DOE to deal with the disposition issue 

concurrently with the storage issue in order to overcome the legitimate concerns 

of the local and state governments that these materials will be accumulated 1/08.03.01 
without a certain disposition decision. Therefore, SRS should be chosen for cont 
both the disposition and the pit storage missions with the above factors as a 

basis, 

#END comment 
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ROCKY FLATS 

STORAGE & DISPOSITION OF 
WEAPONS-USEABLE FISSILE MATERIALS 

PROGRAMMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

FORMAL PUBLIC COMMENTS 

Westminster City Hall 
4800 W. 92nd Avenue 

Westminster, Colorado 

Tuesday April 30, 1996
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Sneakers from Audience: 

Kenneth Worth - Resident of Arvada, Colorado 

Thomas M. Rauch - American Friends Service Committee 

Jim Stone - Rocky Flats Cleanup Commission 

Tom Marshall - Rocky Mountain Peace Center 

Allan Trenary - Rocky Flats Citizens Advisory Board 

Sam Cole - Physicians for Social Responsibility 

Officia•es: 

Carl Sykes 

Mariane Anderson 
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MR. SYKES: Well, we're going to go ahead and start 

tonight's meeting. The purpose of tonight's meeting is to 

obtain formal comm, ents for the Material Disposition 

Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for the 

Disposition of Pissile Materials. Even though we don't have 

a whole lot of focus here tonight, the people from the 

Material Disposition Office have asked me not to interact 

with anybody but just to get formal comments so that that 

will facilitate their answering these questions formally.  

We do have a court reporter here, so your comewnnts 

will be recorded verbatim. And essentially what we're going 

to do is take the transcript from the court reporter and send 

it on to headquarters, and this will be part of the Material 

Disposition Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement. It 

will be part of that, the response document that they will 

create for that.  

After everyone's given their statements, especially 

with such a small group here, we can certainly talk 

informally. But for the formal part of this, basically I 

can--I'm just going to sit here and smile while you read your 

formal commenta. So I apologize, you know, not being able to 

answer questions.  

Go ahead, Mariane.  

MS. ANDERSON: Kenneth Werth, please come to the 

M-235 
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140000 Comment Number 1

(inaudible).  

MR. WERTH: Oh, okay.  

MS. ANDERSON: Oh, and also, at the beginning of 

each comment, you need to give your name and state that this 

is your formal comment for the Storage and Disposition PEIS, 

okay? 

MR. WERTH; Okay. My name is Kenneth Werth and I'm 

a 60-year resident of Arvada, citizen of Arvada. And I'd 

like to coumment on my vision for the Rocky Flats 

Environnintal Technology Site. I believe that every site 

that has generated nuclear waste is going to have to take 

care of their own waste, high-level and low-level nuclear 

waste. And I've never beard of a concept like I have drawn 

up in my two and a half years of attending most of Rocky 

Flats Citizens Advisory Board meetings, and a lot of other 

ones.  

And I've drawn up this flat-top pyramid criteria.  

It will be an above ground monitored and retrievable storage 

facility. It would be--the first one would be above ground 

flat-top pyramid type facility made up of 40-ton blocks of 

granite, cut 10 feet in length, 7 feet in widtEh, and 6 feet 

in height. And the engineering feasibilities would be: 

A) A 470 by 315 square foot facility situated on 

approximately base area of 3.40 acres, would incorporate 

7,410 blocks, is a total number of 40-ton blocks of granite.

1/14.00.00

M-235

The Department of Energy appreciates the commentor's submission of the 
conceptual design of the flat-top pyramid storage facility. However, one of the 
screening criteria for storage, technical viability, calls for a high degree of 
confidence that the facility must provide safe and secure storage of nuclear 
materials for at least 50 years. The structural integrity of this design is not 
proven, and the size and shape of the facility could attract unwanted attention.  
Since there is an urgent need for implementation of the Proposed Action, and 
existing facilities and design can accomplish the storage mission, it would not 
be prudent to use additional time and cost to develop and demonstrate new 
designs.
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And it would encapsulate 291.416 cubic yards of low-level, 

low-level mix, level, and transuranic waste in bulk form, 

leaving the facility center as a place to store 64 high-level 

nuclear waste capsules of plutonium and highly enriched 

uranium.  

B) would be a SOO by 460 square foot facility 

situated on approximately a base area of 4.85 acres. would 

incorporate 9,960 total number of 40-ton blocks of granite, 

and encapsulate 521,432 cubic yards of low-level, low-level 

mix. level and transuranic waste in bulk form, and the same 

number of 64 high-level nuclear waste capsules.  

And C) a 900 by 868 square foot facility situated 1/14.00.00 
on an approximate base area of 18 acres, would incorporate cont.  
35,684 total number of 40-ton blocks of granite, and 

encapsulate 1,968,237 cubic yards of low-level, low-level 

mix, level, and transuranic waste in bulk form, and also 

incorporate a higher number than the 64 high-level nuclear 

waste capsules.  

And I'm just coming to the calculation of this 

project. It would be in a six-year sequence of getting the 

program started, excavating the roads and the ramps. And a 

structure like this, if you had a lower number of nuclear 

waste that you would have to store, you could cut out a 

couple levels of the structure, flat-top structure. And I'm 

basing this structure on seventeen levels, and the two lower 

M-235
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levels would be built above ground and they would be solid 

blocks of interwinding floors on the first and second levels.  

And then as you could start on the third level, going up the 

sixteen levels, 120 feet high, you could get this, especially 

900 by 868 square foot facility, you could put over 1,961.000 

cubic yards in it. And this would be an above ground 

facility.  

And now I'm talking about the cost. If you would 
1/14.00.00 

lay it out in a six-year sequence, this here one, 900 by 868, cont.  
that would incorporate 35,684 total number of 40-ton blocks, 

would encapsulate 968,237 cubic yards. And based on a six

year building time frame, that there structure could be built 

for about--probably about $300 million at $9,000 a block.  

And I think that there's a quarry up in Wyoming right now 

that has 800 quarry all kinds of granite that they could 

quarry these here blocks between $9,000 and $10,000 a block.  

And as stated, is the cost realistic? Really, if 

you look at--see, you're also going to have to address the 

low-level nuclear wastes. People ain't going to let that sit 

out there and be driven downstream from the Rocky Flats site 

with these 100-mile-an-hour winds to Westminster or Arvada, 

Edgewater, Lakewood, Golden, Douglas County. See, the 

citizens just ain't going to sit downstream from that and let 

you bury that waste.  

I haven't completed all my analysis of this scheme,

M-235
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but I think it would be worth looking at.  

MS. ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Werth.  

Next is Tom Rauch.  

MR. RAUC: My name is Thomas M. Rauch, R-A-U-C-H.  

I'm on the staff of the American Priends Service Commsittee in 

Denver. Theme are my comments for the Draft Storage and 

Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Programmatic 

Environmental Impact Statement. Amen.  

I'm very grateful to the Department of Energy for 

scheduling this second public coamment hearing in order to 

provide more tim for citizens to review the Draft Storage 

and Disposition of Weapons-Usable Pissile Materials PHIS 

prior to offering their comments. I'm very disappointed 

there are not more people here tonight and vexy grateful that 

you've come out on another evening to give another evening of 

your time for this.  

i have four main points I would like to make, and 

I'll present a written copy of my statements to the reporter.  

First, a major priority is that plutonium and 

highly enriched uranium be stored and disposed of in ways 

that pose least threat to human health and the environment.  

The health and safety of the persons charged with handling 

these materials should be given special attention. I want to 

emphasize this point, not because I think Department of 

Energy employees and contractors will do their work in a way 

M-235
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010600 Comment Number 2 

That is the goal of this effort.  

that is dangerous to themselves, but because I fear that the 

federal government, especially the Congress, will cut funds 

for storing and disposing of these materials just as the 

Congress is presently making substantial cuts in funds for 

waste management and environmental restoration at DOg nuclear 

weapons facilities. The current attitude in Washington is to 
Z3 

increase funds for DOE weapons programs while cutting funds 

for dealing with the legacies of 50 years of the nuclear arms 

race. This attitude is irmnoral, short-sighted, and very 

dangerous for people and the environment. The Department of 

Energy must have as its primary goals effective and safe 

waste management, effective and safe environmental 

restoration, and effective and safe storage and disposition 

of weapons-usable fissile materials. The DOE should cease 

all efforts at research, development, testing, engineering.  

and production of new nuclear weapons--activities that are 

proposed in the DOE's Stockpile Stewardship and Management 

Program.  

Secondly, a major--second major priority is to 

assure that the weapons-usable fissile materials are stored 2/01.06.00 

and disposed of in ways that make them most resistant to the 

possibility of nuclear weapons proliferation. I'm not an 

expert on these technical issues, but I think I can suggest 

that materials from retired weapons should be treated in such 

a way, perhaps contaminated or diluted or both, that makes 

M-235
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their reuse for weapons difficult and/or dangerous.  

My third point, storage and disposition options 

should be chosen so as to minimize the waste generated by 

these activities. The vast quantities of waste produced by 

nuclear weapons production and still awaiting safe storage 

and disposition remind us of the folly of producing 

additional wastes if this can be avoided. So I urge the DOE 

to put more resources into testing the viability of 

glassification as a means of disposing of plutonium. My 

sense is that the DOE has up to this point put most of its 

resources into the option of using these fissile materials as 

fuel in reactors for comsercial purposes. Such use, I am 

concerned, would create even more waste materials and would 

also involve proliferation risks.  

Number 4i The present administration has declared 

certain amounts of plutonium and highly enriched uranium to 

be "surplus- and a waste. I urge that all of the materials 

in the present stockpile be declared "surplus" so that the 

United States may move expeditiously, along with other 

nuclear powers, to fulfill the commitment made in 1970 in the 

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. Article VI of that treaty, 

which was continued in force indefinitely at the 1995 renewal 

conference, states: "Each of the Parties to the Treaty 

undertakes to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective 

measures relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an

3/08.03.01 

4/05.00.07 

5/01.00.00

M-235

080301 Comment Number 3

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Immobilization Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable 

fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 

economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

050007 

Comment noted.  

010000 

Comment noted.
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early date and to nuclear disarmament, and on a treaty on 

general and complete disarmament under strict and effective : 

international control.* 

Twenty-six years have passed since the United 

States and other nuclear powers made that coemmitment to 

nuclear disarmament. If the United States were to declare 

all of its present fissile materials "surplus.- such aI 

declaration would signal the U.S.'s intention to move toward 

nuclear disarmament and would also encourage the U.S. to step 

up the pace of multilateral disarmament efforts.  

My final point is to Department of Energy 

headquarters and the secretary. The Department of Energy as 

a participant on the Nuclear Weapons Council, which makes 

decisions about the size and shape of the U.S. nuclear 

weapons arsenal, can and should play a lead role in calling 

for even lower stockpile numbers than the stockpile of 1,000 

nuclear weapons, which is presented as an option in the Draft 

PEIS for Stockpile Stewardship and Management. I commend the 

DOE for listing this option, which is much lower than the 

START II protocol of 3,500 weapons. But I urge that even 

lower options, including a zero option in line with a 

declaration that all weapons-usable fissile materials are 

"surplus," be considered in all present and future planning.  

The Department of Energy, by its role on the 

policy-making Nuclear Weapons Council, does not simply "fill

M-235
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orders" given by the Department of Defense and approved by 

Congress and the president. The Department of Energy 

participates in making nuclear weapons policy and so cannot 

avoid responsibility for decisions about numbers of weapons 

in the present and future arsenals. I urge the Department of 

Energy to press for lower stockpile numbers, including a zero 

option, in Nuclear Weapons Council deliberations.  

Again, I thank the Department for this additional 

hearing, and thank you, especially, for your presence here 

tonight.  

MS. ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Rauch.  

Mr. Stone, Jim Stone.  

MR. STON: Good evening, ladies and gentlemen, my 

name is Jim Stone, I am the technical advisor of the Rocky 

Flats Cleanup Commaission.  

I have finished reading the PEIS on the stewardship 

of fissile material and also the storage and disposition of 

fissile material. And I wasn't going to come to this 

meeting, but at the last minute it occurred to me that I had 

a couple of things to get straight in my mind.  

DOE has bean authorized to surplus tons of 

plutonium and high-level uranium. Now, the high-level 

uranium has a value on the power market, so there's no 

mention of destroying it or putting it in any kind of a 

permanent disposal mode. But there is a number of tons, 

M-235 
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080300 Comment Number 6

maybe 10 percent of our inventory of plutonium, that is going 

to be surplused. It seems to me it is logical to take that 

much tonnage out of Rocky Flats, and maybe some other small 

site that doesn't have the capability of storing this 

material properly, and dispose of it.  

Now, when you get through with this public 

presentation or participation on this PHIS, you're going to 

review it for a couple months and then decide where you're 

going to ship it, because in the PEIS documents it lists 

Rocky Flats as "no action". So we're obliged to store it 

properly, because we're in a very dangerous mode with the 

proximity of a large metropolitan area. So we've got to do 

something with it.  

Planning to modernize Building 371 and maybe a 

number of other schemes I'm not familiar with. But that is 

wasted money when you think that it's going to be temporary, 

hopefully months, not years, but it may be years. But we do 

know that at least that amount of plutonium that is stored at 

Rocky Flats is going to be surplused and going to be 

permanently disposed of somewhere.  

I ask DOE to consider allowing--giving Rocky Flats 

the latitude to dispose of it there, cut the cost, get it 

done with, and so that we can get on with the cleanup.  

Maintaining this material is really a bottleneck to the 

cleanup operation. We have a lot of serious work to do at

6/08.03.00

M-235

In accordance with existing agreements, DOE is moving toward the removal 
of all weapons-usable fissile materials from RFETS. This is the reason that all 
alternatives for long-term storage in the PEIS include the environmental 
impacts of the removal of the materials from RFETS.
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Rocky Flats, and this only impedes progress and wastes a lot

of money.

Now, let's see. I will write this up and send it 

in at a later date, before the 7th, but that's my general 

concern.  

I really wanted to ask you, what is your time 

schedule, but since you're not authorized to make a reply, I 

won't get that answered. I doubt if it's established yet.  

And then after the six months or two months of review time, 

you may come up with a different answer. So we've got to 

wait on that.  

But we don't have to wait to say we know you're 

going to dispose of at least 20 tons of plutonium. Rocky 

Flats has 14 tons, get rid of it any way you can. We'll 

honor your suggestions and get on with it so that you don't 

have to delay your cleanup program.  

Thank you. Any questions? 

MR. SYKES: I'll let M.D. formally reply to your 

comments, but it you do stick around, we can talk about the 

time tables after the meeting's over.  

MR. STONE: Alright, thank you.  

MR. SYKES: tm-hen. Thank you.  

MR. STONE: Incidently, Stone Environmental 

Engineering Services, which I'm the vice president of 

engineering, would be glad to give you a design on how that

7/07.00.00

M-235

070000 Comment Number 7

Generally, the goal is to complete disposition within 25 years after the ROD.  
The storage decision will be for long-term storage, up to 50 years. Schedule 

data, along with technical and cost data, were provided in Technical Summary 

Reports of both storage and disposition beginning in late July 1996.
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can be disposed of. We have focused too narrowly on the 

concepts that come out of headquarters. They don't have a 

hell of a lot of imagination there, in my estimation. I " 

don't doubt that they've got the technology, but they don't 

have much imagination, and I suggest that we expand on that a 

bit. Thank you.  

MS. ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Stone

Is there anyone else who would like to offer formal 

comment at this time? 

(Pause.) 

MS. ANDERSON: Would you please state your name and 

that this is your formal comment for Storage and Disposition 

of Fissile Materials PEIS? 

MR. MARSHALL: How long do I have? 

MS. ANDERSON: A week to ten days.  

MR. MARSHALL; I can do as long as I want here, 

till they shut down tonight? 

MS. ANDERSON: We've got water.  

MR. MARSHALL: What's that? 

MS. ANDERSON: We've got water.  

MR. MARSHALL: Oh, good. Okay.  

MS. ANDERSON: Start with your name, please.  

MR. MARSHALL: I thought I was going to have a 

little while to prepare.  

My name's Tom Marshall, I work with the Rocky

M-235
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Mountain Peace Center in Boulder, Colorado. These comments 

are on the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic 

Environmental Impact Statement for Storage and Disposition of 

Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials. These comments are not 

intended to be exhaustive. We will be submitting further 

written comments. I did, however, want to touch on a few 

points this evening.  

The first of these, and the primary point that I 

would like to make, is that what we have here is not really a 

Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement on Storage and 

Disposition of Surplus Fissile Materials. We do not have any 

viable disposition options outlined in this PEIS. There are 

problems with every--with all of the disposition options 

listed, the MO4CS option, the immobilization option, and the 

deep borehole option.  

we have a serious challenge in front of us. I'm 

going to go back to these options and talk a little bit about 

some of the deficiencies. But we have a serious challenge in 

front of us right now. We have a window of opportunity in 

which the U.S., working with Russia and the other former 

Soviet Union states, can move to remove a good portion of the 

fissile materials, and therefore eliminate, to a certain 

degree, concerns about proliferation of these materials, 

making the world overall a safer place. If we had a viable 

disposition option at this time, it would be wise to take it, 

M-235
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but we don't, as I said.  

The MOCS option is the worst of those listed and it 

should be rejected outright. Some of the problems with the 

MOCS option are: that it's costly, it's going to cost more 

than other options listed; it would take longer than the 

immobilization option to implement, it will generate a lot of 

high-level waste that we don't currently have an answer for; 

it's dependent upon a repository that we don't have and we 

have no idea when we're going to have it, it creates numerous 

opportunities through the processes that it will have to go 

through for theft of plutonium; and perhaps the most--the 

worst part of this option is that it could--it stands to set 

up a plutonium economy, it creates the illusion that there is 

some value in this material and could encourage other 

countries to use it as--to see it and use it as a resource.  

It would send the wrong message to the rest of the world.  

What we need to be doing at this point is telling the rest of 

the world that this material is dangerous material, it needs 

to be taken out of circulation, and that it is a waste. This 

option doesn't do that.  

The immobilization option also has problems as a 

disposition option.  

The one thing I didn't mention about the MOCS 

option, all of these options can be reversed. There's not 

one of them that can't be reversed. Under the MOCS option,

M-235
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M-235

you can reproceSs the spent fuel and extract those. So any 

country can do that. It would obviously be harder for a sub

national group.  

Same goes with the immobilization option. Either 

vitrified or ceramified material could be--the plutonium in 

that could be extracted. So as a disposition option, at this 

point it-s not a proven option. it, too, at this point is 

dependent upon a repository that we don't have.  

The deep borehole option needs far more research, 

and conceivably, that option, too, could be reversed.  

so what we're left with, then, is a long-term 

storage 9iS, and that's not bed. I think that what we need 

to do is recognize that we don't have viable options for 

disposition right now, and we need to identify ways to store 

our surplus fissile materials to manner that reduces the 

risk of proliferation as much a possible.  

One fault of the liV in analyzing long-term 

storage is that it looks at only doe sort of container, 

what's commonly called the $O-Veat can. We should not be 

limited in that way of thinking. And if we are admitting 

that've don't currently have viable disposition options, that 

raises a whole host of alternatives. And what we have in 

front of us right now. currently oonsidered a disposition 

option, is immobilization. Iinbilization should be looked 

into further as a long-term storage option which would reduce

I mmmý
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080300 Comment Number 8

the risk of proliferation.  

And the few technologies that should be considered 

are vitrification and ceramification. We have a fair amount 

of research done on that. We can move quickly to implement 

that. The electrometallurgical processing should be rejected 

because it would involve bringing plutonium to a metal state, 

which if we're thinking about proliferation concerns is not 

wise. It is also a complicated process which is not 

congruent with the notion of safety for workers and 

protection of workers' health.  

It would be wise at this point for the U.S.  

Government to set up at least one pilot plant, one pilot 

scale facility, to test vitrification of plutonium and one to 

test ceramification of plutonium. It might be wise to set up 

more than one of each. But that is what should be done, at a 

minimum.  

So to review, there should not be an option 

selected under disposition. The MOCS option should be 

rejected immediately. We should be looking at long-term 

storage options. We should consider immobilization options 

as long-term storage options. There is further research 

needed on these options to determine just how we do that, 

whether we mix highly radioactive substances, such as cesium, 

in with them, whether we add other poisons, such as alpha 

emitters, whether we put a highly irradiated jacket around

1 8/08.03.00 

19/08.03.01 

10/08.03.01

M-235

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for 
continued storage of surplus Pu (No Action Alternative). Decisions on 
disposition will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 9

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials will be made based upon environmental analyses, 
technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 
input.

080301 Comment Number 10

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Immobilization Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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010000 Comment Number 11

Comment noted.

the glass or ceramic matrix rather than mixing that in And 

in order to make these determinations, we need to establish 

pilot plants to further develop the technology. We should 

move quickly on this option while further exploring final 

disposition options.  

Thanks, As I said, we will be submitting further 

written comments.  

MS. ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Marshall.  

Is there anyone else that would care to make formal 

comment at this time? 

(Pause.) 

MR. WERTH: Oh, I would like to comment on Tom 

Marshall's--if I'm able.  

MS. ANDERSON: Okay, Mr. Ken Werth.  

(Inaudible conversation outside the range of the 

microphone.) 

MR. WERTH: I got this comsment form for the Storage 

and Disposition of Draft PEIS, and I would voice Tom 

Marshall's concern. And I find two of the three 

alternatives, deep borehole and reactors, unacceptable in the 

storage and disposition of plutonium and &-and M metals and 

outside materials. Comment: deep boreholes, if we are ever 

going to solve this nuclear waste problem, this Government of 

the United States should relax its single-minded focus on 

irreversible geological burial and turn to some form of

11/01.00.00

12/08.03.01

M-235

080301 Comment Number 12

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
disposition alternatives. Decisions on the disposition of weapons-usable 

fissile materials will be based upon environmental analys :s, tecimical and 

economic studies, national policy considerations, and publi - input.
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secure storage and disposition that allows both continuous 

monitoring--and I've looked at this monitoring. Why couldn't 

the United States have spy satellites that's been placed in 

the stationary orbit 22,000 miles above the earth, and they 

can pinpoint this kind of structure that we'd be looking at, 

and we could have continually monitored surveillance of this 

here facility? And it should be retrievable, if it had to 

be. (Inaudible) borehole burial does not resolve waste 

management problems for our children, grandchildren, and 

future generations, but ironically, that entombment does 

precisely the reverse.  

Reactors: The conclusion of plutonium and highly 

enriched uranium as a reactor fuel used as a United States 

option would be a serious hindrance to achieving an internal 

global halt to reprocessing or to non-proliferation goals, 

long time frame and high technical uncertainties. The United 

States has already given up civil use of plutonium for non

proliferation, as well as for economic reasons.  

If we are ever going to translate our position to a 

global leadership role over Russia and China on this crucial 

issue, it would be wise for the United States to look at all 

the security concerns. That leaves no currently feasible 

solutions to rid these materials for good that present 

problems of potentially increasing proliferation threats, 

creating new environmental problems, and/or aggravating old

M-235
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14 00 00 Comment Number 13 

Comment noted.  

ones at huge costs, in the billions of dollars.  

I would then suggest that the United States 

formally declare excess plutonium a security economically and 

environmentally liability and foreswear its reuse in weapons.  

I would support two concepts, and that would be one in the 

building of a flat-top pyramid type facility above ground 1314.00.00 
that would encapsulate all the plutonium and highly enriched 

uranium materials by 40-ton blocks of granite. And it would 

be a concept for the complete storage, disposition, 

containment, and transportation of plutonium and highly 

enriched uranium vitrified in glass or ceramic immobilization 

in six to eight hollowed out cores of 40-ton blocks of 

granite. This concept would solve all the storage, 

disposition, and containment problems and then be transported 

by rail or truck to remote areas of the southwestern desert 

region or the Salt Flats of Utah, stacked five or six high, 

would provide a low-cost, low-maintenance, and long-term 

storage disposition and containment method for all this high

level nuclear waste.  

You could--there is thousands of tons of spent 

nuclear fuel rods that the United States Government is going 

to also have to look into, and this would be an ideal method 

to address that, too. But I'm concerned about all the high

level waste out there.  

We should also start considering what we're going 

M-235
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its use will save billions of dollars without diverting 

construction materials such as concrete from its additional 
r 

use in continuing the development of our infrastructure.  

Work could begin almost immediately in one or more places and 

could be completed in a shorter period of time than with 

conventional methods and materials.  

An above-ground pyramid will provide safe storage 

of spent nuclear fuel, plutonium, and highly enriched 

uranium, and will be seen to be the first state-of-the-art 

facility, on-site storage facility, in the world. And I 

mentioned a 900-foot by 868-foot above-ground pyramid 

proposed on only 18 acres of land. Then it's more than 120 

acres that's needed for an underground waste dump. You call 

it cells, but I call it a waste dump. And that's the way it 

should be looked at.  

It estimates of waste quantity are nct accurate, 

the pyramids can be kept at a lower level or additional 

levels can be added if more waste is accumulated out there.  

Pyramids can be sized for each site based on the estimated 

quantity of waste to be stored.  

The last one. The work site in New 'exico will be 

stalled for years by public outcry, litigation concerning 

transportation, and other issues that will doom this project, 

if it hasn't done so already.  

That's all I've got to say.  

M-235
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MS. ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Werth.  

Any further public comment? 

(Pause.) 

MS. ANDERSON: Mr. Marshall.  

MR. MARSHALL: Tom Marshall, Rocky Mountain Peace 

Center. Just one small point--well, one quick point, it's 

not a small point, that I forgot to Mention before. When Mr.  

Canter was out at a previous hearing, the issue of cost 

estimates for the MOCS option was brought up, and we were 

told at that time that those are still being developed and 

that they will be factored into the final PEIS. And I'd 

simply like to lodge a complaint about that at this point.  

Any factors which are going to go into the decision-making on 

this PEIS should be out for full public review so that the 

public can make informed comment on that. That's it, I just 

wanted to make sure that that point got into the record.  

Thanks.  

MS. ANDERSON: Thank you.  

MR. SYKES: Well, unless someone else shows up for 

formal comnemnts, I'd like to talk to a few of you all, and we 

can now just have informal conversations, I guess, unless 

someone else shows up.  

(Off the record.) 

MR. SYKES: I want to make one point, and that is 

the Office of Material Disposition did ask that the comments 
0 
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be non-interactive, so we ask you to go ahead and make your 

formal conments, and then afterwards we can certainly discuss 

things, answer questions, and have interaction. But as for 

the formal ccmsent. just you state it and-

MR. TUSNAMY. v've only got a-

MS. A• SMON: Be's in a hurry.  
CZ, 

MR. SYKXS: -- very short period of time here that I 

can attend this meeting tonight. I regret having missed the 

other comments that were made earlier by other people, since 

I couldn't be here earlier due to baby-sitting problems I had 

tonight.  

My name is Allan Trenary and I live over by Rocky 

Flats, I live off of 100th and Siems. I'm very concerned 

about the cavalier attitude that the government has taken in 

many instance, when it comes to nuclear weapona and fissile 

materials in general. Bometimes I feel in my heart that 

they--that the governument's got the attitude, "Nell, hey. we 

were going to have a nuclear war with this stuff and we'd 

never be responsible for it anyway, so carry on and do what 

you have to do., And I realize that there are a lot of 

people who are wholeheartedly and honestly working on this to 

come up with a good solution to our problems.  

I work with some Russian people, and one of them is 

a civil engineer from Kiev, and he helped with the evacuation 

of the people from around Chernobyl. And talking to this man

M-235
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is a very sobering and frightening experience, because their 

numbers of refugees were in the tens of thousands. In the 

event that something terrible is to happen at Rocky Flats, it 

would be millions of people that would have to be moved. And 

the costs are just so astounding to clean up the messes 

currently there in a way that there's nothing--if nothing 

happens, the costs will be astronomical. And I see bickering 

over these issues, when this is--this is our future. This is 

our children's future.  

And I would really in my heart want to see this 

addressed in a fashion which is even handed. When you have 

the EPA arresting a man back east for spilling apple juice in 

the sewer and not reporting it in his paperwork and we have 

all this transuranic waste that's slated to go into either 

WIPP or Yucca Mountain or wherever, and these things I've 

been hearing about for years that haven't happened yet and, 

you know, people don't want it to go across their state lines 

and people don't want it on their highways, so they're not 

going to want it in their state. I want to see some serious 

efforts made in containing these materials.  

The hydrogen gas building up in the tanks in 

Building 371 is a very frightening concept to me should 

something happen. Sure, it might not directly contaminate 

the people here, but it will have a further--a larger 

mortgage on Building 371. And these tanks, as I understand, 

M-235
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010000 Comment Number 14

Comment noted.

are in a contaminated room which are--you have to have 

breathing apparatus to get to it, and just recently have 

begun to be tapped and analyzed. Well, how long have these 

tanks been sitting idle? Why wasn't this addressed sooner? 

When I talked to Isaac, this man I work with who 

helped clean up after Chernobyl, the vastness of this issue 

just--it's tremendous. And we really need to ask the 

government to focus a little bit more attention on getting 

this taken care of. I see them meddling with regulations and 

stuff concerning the EPA, and they don't seem to hold 

themselves accountable to these laws. I want to see the 

government starting to be accountable to themselves to the 

level which they consider the private citizens to be required 

to be accountable for environmental damage and things like 

this that are just cavalierly thrown out.  

The Leiden-Wignight Mine (phonetic), whoever put 16 

billion cubic feet of natural gas, our entire natural gas 

supply for the Denver metropolitan area, is stored in a coal 

mine which is in very close proximity to Rocky Flats. This 

is strategic insanity. If there was actually a war and 

somebody hit that thing in the middle of winter, we'd all 

freeze to death, not to mention the possibility of what else 

could happen with the proximity to Rocky Flats. I've been 

told that there are radionucleides and radioactive 

contamination in the water that seals the bottom of this

14/01.00.00 

15/09.04.07

M-235

090407 Comment Number 15

Groundwater, including radionuclide-contaminated groundwater, would not 
come into contact with natural gas used for home utilities. Therefore, any 
contaminated groundwater at the mine would not affect the local natural gas 
supply.
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mine. is this affecting our natural gas that we all use to 15/09.04.07 
heat our homes and to heat our water? cont.  

Sometimes I feel as though the government has 

gotten to the point of criminal negligence when it comes to 

the hazards that are out there at Rocky Flats for the 

citizens. I know I'm using some strong language in these 

statements, but how else are we to feel at times. I'm very 

thankful for the opportunity to be able to speak with you on 

these issues and thankful for the opportunity to be involved 

with the Rocky Flats Citizens Advisory Board. And I just 

sincerely hope that it's for real and it's not just a show, 

that we're actually causing some impact by what we do by 

coming out here and talking to you people.  

When Leroy tells me that the monitoring has gone 

down, or at least the reporting on the monitoring of the 

emissions from Rocky Flats are not being regularly received 

or something. When I went up to Rocky Flats recently, the 

low-level waste containment buildings, which are like these 

heavy plastic greenhouses, were all in shards and the wind 

was blowing them and they were flapping, I have to wonder if 

this might not have something to do with the reason why the 

monitoring might be slacking off a little bit as the fact 

that we might be getting a little bit more stuff going around 

right now because of the damage to these facilities.  

You know, I don't want to ramble, I realize there 
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C., 

are other people that need to speak, and once again, I would 

like to thank you all for allowing me to participate and put 

forward my views. But once again, I really want to emphasize 

that it's time to start seeing these government agencies 

having to toe the line that we, the private citizens, are 

expected to toe when it comes to these environmental 

protection laws.  

And you can't tell me that in the name of national 
security we shouldn't know things, or in the name of 

national security that we should accept toxic levels of 

contamination as just something that we have to live with in 

order to be safe, as I don't accept that, and I'd hope that 

you don't accept that. And hopefully everything will go find 

and we'll eventually get these materials out of here. But in 

the meantime, please, let's get them stored in a way to where 

they're not--we don't have plutonium vulnerabilities at Rocky 

Flats.  

Let's--you know, it's very frightening to me to 

think that it's been since 1989 or so since this has all been 

shut down and we're now getting around to it seven years 

later, doing something cohesive about it. You'd think that 

it would have started right now, you know, but it's taken 

this long. Hopefully, by the year 2015 or so, it will be all 

gone. I have that--I hold that as being a real possibility, 

and I appreciate that there is a day.

M-235
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01 0000 Comment Number 16 

Comment noted.  
Thank you very much, I appreciate your time.  

MS. ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Trenary.  

Mr. Cole.  

MR. COLE; My name is Sam Cole, I'm the director of 

the Colorado Chapter of Physicians for Social Responsibility, 

here tonight to comment on the Draft PRIS on the Storage and 

Disposition of Special Nuclear Material.  

I appreciate the DOE's willingness to listen to the 

community about what's going to be done with plutonium at 

Rocky Flats. I just wish the coemunity was here. And I just 

think it's too bad that they aren't--that more people aren't 

here and we aren't hearing from more people. I think that 

it's an issue that concerns people, but I don't know why 

they're not here. And I'd like to see the DOE do a better 

effort to getting turnout.  

First thing that I would like to say in regards to 

the disposition of the plutonium that we have out at Rocky 

Flats, there are three guiding principles that I think the 

DOE should abide by: nu•ber one, that the plutonium should 

be disposed Of or dispositioned in a way that least harms the 

environment, least--there is the least public exposure to 

prevent any sort of health effects or environmental 16/01.00.00 

contamination; number two, that whatever disposition option 

the DOE chooses that it--that the plutonium is regarded with 

no use, in other words, the option makes plutonium--or treats 

M-235 
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plutonium as a waste, and not as anything that's an asset or 

has any use; and the third guiding principle is that whatever 

option DOE chooses, that option should prevent as much as 

possible the rsuse of plutonium in nuclear weapons and no, in 

DOE's words, "proliferation," as proliferation-resistant as 

possible.  

And we support the National Academy of Sciences' 

recommendation that surplus plutonium abide by the spent fuel 

standard, abide by the stored weapons standard, but we also 

support that it adopt the nuclear waste standard, meaning 

that whatever option is chosen produces the least waste out 

of all the options.  

And that leads me to the option that the Department 

of Energy is considering, which is using plutonium--to turn 

it into a fuel to be used in reactors. That would produce a 

very diluted but a still radioactive waste of much greater 

magnitude than we should have to bear. Therefore, that's one 

reason why the fuel option should be rejected.  

Another reason is it gets plutonium some 

legitimacy, it gives it a use, it makes it an asset. That's 

a real mistake if you want to prevent the proliferation of 

nuclear weapons around the world, because you start 

legitimizing the use of plutonium and other countries are 

saying that they're using their plutonium for civil purposes, 

it's going to be very hard to know if they may be using it

16/01.00.00 

cont.  

I 17/08.03.01
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080301 Comment Number 17

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternatives. However, NEPA requires that DOE look at all 
reasonable alternatives and, therefore, reactor burning mrst be considered.  
Decisions on the disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based 
upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.
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for military purposes. So we don't think it's worth the 

risks that the fuel option would entail.  

And that leads me into, well, what should you do 

with the plutonium? And we support immobilizing the 

plutonium, possibly vitrifying it. This stabilizes the 12/08.03.01 

plutonium, it treats it as a waste, it prevents--it prevents 1cont.  
the reuse of plutonium as much as the reuse of plutonium can 

be prevented by embedding it in glass, and therefore 

addresses the proliferation aspect in a way that the fuel 

option does not.  

And as far as Rocky Flats goes, we think that 

issues around Rocky Flats should be addressed in the PEIS, 

since plutonium will be at Rocky Flats for years to come. I 

call it the long term, and I think that the DOE should waste 

no time in considering the disposition options for plutonium 

while it's at Rocky Flats, such as start vitrifying it, start 

doing something that will make it more proliferation 

resistant and more stable.  

Thank you.  

MS. ANDERSON: Thank you.  

Are there any other formal comments at this time? 

(No audible response.) 

MS. ANIDERSON: Thank you for coming.  

(Whereupon, the public comments portion of the 

meeting was concluded.)
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1/08.03.01 
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0803 01 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy recognizes the commentor's concern with the 
Borehole Alternatives. Decisions on the disposition alternatives will be based 

upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 

considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for 
additional missions at INEL. Decisions on storage and disposition of 

weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, 

technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 

input.
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711 Pevero Abbey Cirke 
MaMinz, GA 30907 
May 3, 1996 

Depa ofEner 
Office of fisille Materials Disposition 
P.O. Box 23736 
Washington, D.C.20026-3736 

I appreciate receving a copy of DOE/IS-0229-D, "Storfa and Disposition of Weapons
Usle iruste Mateuials - Draft Prorasnmutic Envirounmets] Impact Stamtun, dated 
Febmary 1996. I wish to make a fbw coneneats on the Abjeck which I belieew ae most 
p. ti to DOE decijom on pluonkmn torse and disposition: 

I. n regprd to mnterisv which is being preserved for posil Aters weapons use, 
it woual be advisble nto atore it ad in one plWa The national seourity issenet shoud 
take ,r-kow over other onsidersdons and the isia l e ofthe long tenn fite 
wmuld ai a det we do our utmost to prackude relatively masy tnugeoi by sone 
pa'tictlA adversary of this most valuable notiomsl msorm.  

2 Plutonium is a mnost valuable counmnodity. That wh is not needed for 
weapm should, under appopiate safiguards, be made available to fiel power reacto, a 
concpt which is aledy well along in drevlpenht at many places outside our boyders.  
(In other words, thode options which mnplicitly or explcitly regrd it u a wage shoud not 
be pu-We.) 

3. While there ae no doubt pros and con to uung plusonurm in each difdrmt type 
of ractor, DOE would be well advised not to decide which type will Set its plutoriwn 
Rather, it should fiahion a broad-coped pr oram to p1nit the primv sector (ame.  
unde apropia safeards), in the US. and posaly beyond, to utilie the worlds 
ecom plutoims as -n alternative fue to U-23S in coumnercisl reactore of all posinle 
types 

4. Last but by no minus list, DOE should embrace and inplemnent the 
reonendaim oftde American Nuclear Societys Speciel Panel Report of August 
1995. istory w judge it harshly ifit doea not do so.  

Sincerely, 

Robert H. Wilcox

1/08.03.01 

2/08.03.01 

3/06.00.09 

4/01.00.00

M-138

080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Collocation Alternative. Decisions on storage of weapons-usable fissile 
materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 
studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for Pu 
disposition in reactors. Decisions on disposition will be made based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.

060009 Comment Number 3

Comment noted.

010000 Comment Number 4

The Department of Energy appreciates the effort of the American Nuclear 
Society's Plutonium Panel and has taken many of the ideas and suggestions 
presented into consideration.
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080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for SRS.  
Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will 

be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, 
national policy considerations, and public input.
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2/08.03.01

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, technical 

and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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SR-002

080301 Comment Number I

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Consolidation Alternative. Decisions on the storage of weapons-usable fissile 

materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 

studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for Pu 
disposition in reactors. Decisions on disposition will be made based upon 

environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 

considerations, and public input.

010000 Comment Number 3

Analyses of the technology, cost, schedule, and Nonproliferation Policy 
impacts of the reasonable alternatives discussed in this PEIS are presented in 

separate documents to support the DOE's ROD. The cost, schedule, and 

technical analyses were made available for public review beginning in July 

1996. The nonproliferation analysis was made available to the public 

beginning in October 1996.
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080301 
Comment noted.

090004

Comment Number 1

Comment Number 2

Current and future operations at Pantex are not expected to affect the water 
quality of the Ogallala Aquifer. However, since this aquifer is being depleted 

(that is, the current withdrawal is exceeding the current recharge), Pantex 

operations contribute to the depletion of the Ogallala Aquifer and are 

analyzed in the PEIS. Also, current and future operations at Pantex are not 

expected to impact the soil used for agriculture and farming in the Pantex 

region.
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4/14.00.00

NV-001

The Department of Energy recognizes the commentor's concern with the 
Borehole Alternatives. Decisions on the disposition alternatives will be based 
upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.

091208 Comment Number 2

None of the Proposed Alternatives would involve burying nuclear waste on 
native land or poor communities. All of the storage alternatives are proposed 
for siting on existing DOE sites and do not involve burial of waste materials.  
None of the DOE sites have been analyzed as a repository for disposal in this 
document. If any of the sites were to be used as a repository, further NEPA 
documentation would be performed, as required.

010000 Comment Number 3

Comment noted.

140000 

Comment noted.

Comment Number 4
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KATHRYN A. CRANDALL 
PAGE 1 OF 3

Comment Number 1
To: USD05 Offme of rhlle Miaftoota 

Fyquzst Worrmc Strike for Peost 

Dab:, May 7. 159i 

RIE: StaragsmudDbpmohu of Wempes-UmahleFbdMatesiabmAsDe 
lrFetgwesmafic Enfrm acsa Due Statacema 

Wsns Skik. 11m PeF wins fisaslsd san Nm. 1. 1961 us ma v day *1kil. k, prulstma Is. msrt tcve. Meny 
af 6c 100,000 wommsa who ca out attacis kilas; anw WR dick jobs 10 a" wave coabou hat tso 

=tota chi ildren's health toaset Sbsuvii 908 a adkroeavei falkwat liven ruscles wenamw No*,%t~j Today, wc 
co uima. my itagaisotmaclw. atodi*M.tire O s Ct c~drac osceivsmad fism gacacsais 

Whle. itis. tood sews Iass phammasin bisn.1g remooed kma weapan md tie Feoc- of discowuu t has 
bes.. ksspin pluasondssr ow ofiweapacus and do. marvomeotis a stbrutidbI mob Tb. U.S. should wak tso 
mwat 55 sLbatiw sunde te, Nuclea Nuwprukkaikahm Treaty by wuszhag toiwml diassasorsmat Thisac ussons 
pliiavama asocss Ian"fio discmatled wespons will pow, so we amstt snalyze lasw to cifactively desl wits 
pbstasisms. Ltsfaclossafdy. Ibis PUl 9= far is se iadequate analysi that does -of facilitide infoosoed public 
puticipmtia. Wanssc Sulkc for Posc is capocially eancaiscd vast DOE is also cocuidcris slitwattcs. Iffko ti 
usteof pbhtsawt in eators. tot matcurbata nuclear prolfeatison problems.  

Telrsb. rlduus Wita MOX 

PI~snosinis AX n alS a dvsw ist rcriy w amThe Inwssaraomal MAsoic Enmy 

Assocuatios (AEA. csaudders MOX so be of -ditect we tu maclest weapons. ThseIs tact101 PlsatonuMs 01 

MOX can ha bietssues unih sos easily so pluktimans in a wsclear warbead. Also, tniotaasos-ge. knspsat aM 
useuis routms. MOA must be accused NO cifd ssld as weoPaa An ms* 

i 1b MOtt icas essIa.k s ta pp ighte I I Nloorouif23& _0iM st Presidet Caste has sstaute that 

11b; Unsaod Stafts toca not cocautrao bec civi usc of platnim wAd accodingly tac noat itacif agage in 

plttus=a= reaveoeeasg foer eithse maclw power w mocldes~t loeve pusrposes.' (SWp. 1993) Deveoping MOX 

woud Iisicaly ltr h poic, sand mancourg ster coustic leso flintier deveop plummums uso. 01 reacta.  
Alresdy dame is a dwvolosaing cuumboadiic MOX ursd-aty. operating hand ca hemid with reprocesming. MeOre tic 
U.S. uaps haso to (my. we osagist so consider %+sciso we waist ittstsing usa Of MUX all ~c tie woal, "mai 
in csuokics bit Nort* Kove. or Iraq.  

Th teha foiso- oe ,p MAX #-1t das as aoai. tnldIos A MOX 
fsriuctse facility would bae so be bWsit ors swimsn facility ass = =t Thecos f aci.faclty has ass been 
adequaately masalyzed mand pr -te so tie public. All of tie Wa~apesiiuiots imipacts haw e0 lsa ees tiacialay 

.osda i A- PO13. Pematisoly pkssookmAem a -os gaw s ti way. maul pachapi #-i coembsitc would ha 

brought so a ftlhriciima fcidlity. if msoltiple -mactas, ot fosaigu r-ct suchas soCansdss CAN~i wore so sIc 
MOK tou dacrc Is also cairn about &MsPoG" of MOX so tiomose moctas AMs% becausa them is osoasIly so 
U.S. MMX fhbialeah facility. the P11 amse 6" ife maxistlitg light WsOW resoto in tAc US. sW11 o sUes 
MOX Sad, a *buoly mappl of MCX &We would have so ha smaghst whsile ma U.S. flbdesaioa facility is 
develoIe- Thises.a DOF, watt mand U.S. plastnontac so Europe w-se, MOX f.ia would be deveisp-d -Wd 

toosetbark so SacItS. -ea I (PnllS Su.Macyp ~13. 2)

1/01.06.00 

F-036

The President's Nonproliferation Policy says the United States will not 
recycle Pu. Burning weapons Pu in reactors does not utilize the recycling 
process because the Pu in the spent fuel from this process will not be extracted 
for reuse in new fuel. This is consistent with U.S. policy since no Pu is being 
recycled. After a once-through fuel cycle, the Pu would be converted to a 
nonproliferation form as spent reactor fuel.
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MOX in co-nrntial reaction isa u vten BcuBa. MOX is a direc us. wepons gra.d fuas, it. una in 

ctmonrcial reactors would turn many utility nuales mnrgy plants into do facto weaptas taltiitirs increased 

seurty to irevast diversiont of phtowsn. would be required.  

Higih Level Waste e rted frost MOX is litely to be a as-ures bln. Conmmsvial Spant Fuel 

getserat•.l fromt MOX nrauora is uppo" to go to a waste repositoy. The ervelopetett oft repository has 

bean fraught with ditficulty. Theta is no guarastee that a suitable repository will cdest f•a even mwre high level 

waste genterted from MOX reache Simpty slating that it will go ta a rel•notory, whiich does nou yet c¢itt is 

not good eanugh. Currently ovearbadened silos in USDOE's nuclear weapons complex in likely to end up wit 

this waste ifs repositery is not available.  
Ott taltansativ in the PEIS ia hi use Canadian CANDU remascc. A..cridting to h PETS, Canada would 

teen be responsible lte te waste genreated trom tht reactoas. Tics encourages intemtiional nomntotce in 

plaukssium (as does any alt•tmative catlling fin plutoscium or MOX thipmenl to tnd emen Europe ) It may alsi ret 

dangerous precedent (nthe U.S. to give up control of weaposts material to oet countries. an is beings ups 

question of f(saness: Why should Canadian uititzes take plutonium tnd waen that they did not develop' 

Instledl of MOX. alshltisu lanasi h dettreel a nate and shouldd betlinta dletnaatvna dln'els 

We lanld declare plutonium a waste and cnwse that it is not used at we.eayt, a n- mactine. ly domg 

this in he U. S. we can also take a leadership role in preventing an inte•attional indusry and nommes e in 

plutonium tohat would be increasingly difficult to control.  

ImmobiltLctiess issdedgieo sould ha vigtusroaly punrsed bhacaca thesa thriuotins proo•de the 

greatest ability to ianlate plutosuom front the aeviresment, and prevnmt prolileration of weapos mnateial 

telmintiliztirwn kchlnlegies should he developed and shared with taher contries. Meanwhile. ti•nage of 

plutonium should manteain plutonium ane as o prmvilt harm to the evirotaneat and diversion int weapons. This 

mane tat transpostation teal its rise, especislly intonatsontl watportation, slanld he avoided.  

Public Pasrtleloltlm and ODasesa Is, tha PEIS Pracet 

This PETS lacks credihility heausse DOE has not fttherd atfontned public rittitcipatimin re tpr ocess 

DWE tact•el iety sod the imd lear isdaasrv ha it otuhAOV In Deceober. 1995. DOE itntuded an 

a Reqiant Far Espresiceto of Intest for Tritium Prodwtatiost sumlkitatioc in pusutio ufcuremstiil reactors 

that would like o te MOX This actios, taken bowcs the Plutonaum Disposition PETS Scapisg Hearings and 

the draft PEtS, wan done with•ut notce to th public m incorpoantion into the PETS Not nttil March 29, 1996 

wane Expressions of Inlesse (Ofa's) released. This solicitation indicates a sbsmttial ffiritartec of MOX 

despise the fact that DOE has not ehosen a preferred altereative. No E01 process has beeo followed fan any of the 

tbho disposition alts.ctsair-e 

DOE a nt isrbsdstt_ real iadien and Aradne lifacttos at4sdi for Tutls c -6t= Imgny wt• e PETS 

Coo studies and nonprolifeations studies war going on outside of this PETS pioce•s. Since thes sieso will 

effect the outcome ofth PETS. they must be made publicly available so that citizens cusn make infeeeed 

cumints oln tmhe PETS. Given tat the noed for son st plutolnai disposition is hebed up-i prultf•siraon 

concesrs (PETS Summay, S-I to 5-4, ted PETS pp.1-
4 

to I-6), tere is an appalling lack of consideration of 

prelilfeeon impact% Throughout this PETS. Full codt analytes of all PFIS alternatives should he dre and 

available for public comment.

2/08.03.01 

3/09.11.08 

4/01.04.00 

5/08.00.00 

6/08.00.00

DOE slod extend the comment abod and held heern.$ is ijadditioal I-cat1it Additionsl tanan i 

needed fam the public so filly conside, the PETS. especially with additie•nal cotl ard nonlifevattr nfiitrrttminti 17/08.01.00

F-036

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's concern about the 
disposition of Pu using existing LWRs (commercial). Decisions on the 
disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.

091108 Comment Number 3

The PEIS acknowledges the fact that constructing and operating a MOX fuel 
fabrication facility would increase the wastes generated at any site selected 
for analysis. The wastes generated for the MOX fuel fabrication facility are 
presented in Section E.3.2.3. The impacts associated with operating the MOX 
fuel fabrication facility are presented in Section 4.3.5.1.10.

010400 Comment Number 4

Comment noted.

080000 Comment Number 5

The Preferred Alternative for Pu disposition, as stated in the Final PEIS, 
includes Reactor Alternatives. Should a Reactor Alternative be selected at the 
ROD, DOE would issue a Request for Proposal to interested parties to solicit 
MOX fuel fabrication facility design and construction proposals.

080000 Comment Number 6

In the interest of openness and more informed decisionmaking, DOE released 
Technical Summary Reports to the public as soon as they became available.  
Cost data, along with technical and schedule data, were provided in Technical 
Summary Reports of both storage and disposition in the summer of 1996.  
Results of the nonproliferation analysis were made available in the fall of 
1996. Each of these analyses, along with the environmental analysis and 
public input, will be integrated into DOE's decisionmaking process.
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Heactris ought to be held w additional locations. For eainpl actis" at Hanford should reluire heaings 
tlhroghout the Northwest (Seattle. Portland. Spok" etc.) Now that ants of te potential actor Oi for MOX 8/08.02.00 
arc kown, besring., in ffna .. na. a..odd b. ýoneklarvd.  

Then co•innts went prepe"c by. Katd•n A. Crandill. I.D.  
for 

W"-"t Srike for Po 
110 M.ryt.nd Ave. NE, 0102 
Wa-hing"ea DC. 20002 

(202) 543-2660 

Ple-i iofon, Woreni Stike for Peace of any exsotsion in tm con.emmont pored

F-036

080100 Comment Number 7

At the request of several organizations and individuals, the public comment 
period was extended to a total of 92 days.

080200 Comment Number 8

To obtain public comments on the Draft PEIS, DOE held meetings near each 
of the potentially affected sites and a national meeting in Washington, DC.  
DOE also participated in meetings, open to the public, sponsored by different 
organizations at which the sponsor collected public comments which were 
forwarded to DOE. DOE created and advertised a number of methods for 
submitting comments for members of the public who could not attend a 
public meeting. These methods included fax, oral comments using a toll-free 
telephone number, mail, and the Internet.



WOOD, M. R., SEAT-ILE, WA 
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Storae and Dplicin of Weapoen-Lsatsle ll Materials Draft Programmatic 
F, nmtonmesal Impact Statement (PEIS) Public Comment Form 

Nae(optiosini): b • ',~~e, ~, 

Please write down your comments and drop d•is form In the mareed boxes before you leave 
tonight.hese for. will be ssbinid 10 Deparntmen of Engy u par of die fomal co=ommes on 
Ibis PES. If yos ate uambl to complete thin foem tni*ht. wrino commen crn be maited to: 

P.O. Box 23716 
Wadtington, D.C. 20M26-3796 

or, you ceo call this toll-finns be to leave comment by phoee: 1-043-20-3156. Comments maug be mbmkWe by May 7. JIMa7 qN 
11cDprsca fHe~ has liderifsed Ihte types of tehnolog as cslm for dispsin of 

weapo-esnmble lud miateralst.T p a als .e.d t masosonlenave" which= 
would realt in long-OEma . f s ,-- saleria.Pleae wrt dow your comment following 
eme types of optiona for diposal and 1hk storage opion.  

1. Materlahnb - Immobilize fiaLte matenst by mixing te with glass. "lIt

2. Deep borehole dlspofil Matorials Would be d"soe in horehioles at least 2.5 miles deep, in 
geelohictlystable fo , Materials could be disposed ditimtly into the dee homsole, or materil 
could be and then deposited into the deep boreole.  

3. Reactnr Options - Surpplus plitoniuns/highIT emitted urannium would be made ino MOX fuel for use 
i nuc re• n, desroying finsa u a 'oirtio ofthe w'eap gd materials 

W- =ru.- -A V.. _._'d .A-.J 

dt! "Y ' zz, re• 

4. Storage Options - USD0 would sacoanslrue exstsg stoage peactices for wea m -usb6e asIe 
matesia:n current loesejonts sand/or consolidate that soaeat one or mote of thedesigine sintat 

&---. . C T- . • . , ,

1/08.03.01

2/08.03.01 

3/08.03.01

M-225

080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Vitrification Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 
materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 
studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, technical 
and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 3

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to 
long-term storage. Decisions on storage of weapons-usable fissile materials 
will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, 
national policy considerations, and public input.
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.1Wge-~kFi awa.Draft D'7*' Iýw.a~tlLam
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4/08.03.01

M-225

080301 Comment Number 4

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for Pu 
disposition in reactors. Decisions on disposition will be made based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.
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010000 Comment Number 1

Victor V. YEVSIKOV, Ph.D., Nkidta I. Wells, N.E.

5904 RJver Road 
labsida. MD 20916

Phone: 202-244-5041 
FAX: 301-320-9622

Mr. }. Davd Nuton 
Direct 
Office of NEPA Comspliance and ODtmach 
Office of Pisslle Mteralst Disposition 
U.S. Depasrtese of Energy 
1000 ld.ependese Ave.. SW 
Washingoat. D.C. 20585 

o: Plutonium Co•m•tsloo Project May 3. 9%

Comment noted. An intent of DOE's Proposed Action is to serve as an 
example for Russia and other nations on how to conduct Pu disposition in a 
safe, secure, and timely manner. The United States currently is engaged in a 
joint study with the Russians to assess the technical feasibilities of the 
reasonable alternatives for Pu disposition, and is planning for a joint 
demonstration of some of the disposition technologies to remove 
uncertainties in viability.

130000 Comment Number 2

Dear Mr. Nulton.  

As you well know. ever large quantities of plutoolem at being accumulated In Russia from the dumentihg of 
seclear weapons. Problemo of plutonium stompgo grm. peat •.cerswr all am the world. Sciots sam sexpressinig 
eotr coacern thbout the ,unreliable and deplorable am o stwrage and accountabllity of AissonAbl maarials 
a well as the poor seciriy of uncle facrlkics in Russia. It is very likely ds terrorists, local thise. or hostile 
nauinalists may sucewed is well organied thefls of pluoolum of sufficient quamiy to mainufacto a nrocker 
bomb.  

Tn unstable political siiuasun In Russia may allow exmumist political figures to receiv es to f"naablc 
materials. The poor ecceumic situation of the country coeld force tw politicians to sell the nclear materials 
to third-world cm ies. regardiless of internatio•al grements. To prevent theft and saos of weapons1radc 
pistonium (WGP) It Is necessary to transfer is. t the earliest possble dine. ien a form unsuitable for the 
manufacture of nucoler waons. and reprocessing of which back into WGP would be extremely difficult.  

In light of the above, it is vory t•hdy to considcr the Russian process of converting WGP into mixed 
muonsitrid (MMN). The exploitslon of this process is ftlly supported by Victor Mdikhalov. the Miniter of 
the Russian Federation on Atomic Energy (ManAtom). The ea, safety, cleaoliness of the conversion prmcs.  
the bansef of long tert stomrge, together with the oveshelming adva•tages of MMN ovor MOX ore strong 
arguments in favor of moentslde. Especially. we wa s to wta. that it is ýy hard to reconvmrt from MMN 
beck to pluomeitco mom.  

The lat few loMbs lhve e up a nmbe of questions and resapeclve als4save solutions on possibly WGP 
disposition tderldnatI both in the U.S. and Rough. as well as it applies to global involvement. As far as we 
ons son, no cls cut solutions on this problem have yet b•e obtained.  

Th MMN optiou should be comidered assn abtonattot to the gusrolly accepted proven WGP tonw'eiss 
to mides. MMN is noto sbs se sdaa feel inwatee cooled reactoes. slum, at woor .uros greaser then W C.  
MWN begins to reac with the water to, prde I ydroxides. which are soluble In water. In the cue a fuel rod

1/01.00.00 

2/13.00.00 

3/14.00.00 

3/14.00.00 
cont.

F-017

The Department of Energy agrees. This is the purpose of DOE's Proposed 
Action.

140000 Comment Number 3

During the screening process to select reasonable alternatives for evaluation 
in the PEIS, several Advanced Reactor Options, including mononitride 
reactors, were considered. However, because the technology of the 
mononitride reactors needs further development which would involve time 
and cost, this option was considered less reasonable than other reactor options 
using existing or more mature technologies.
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Victor V. Yevzflcv, PILD, Nlkka Wells, N.H.  
AM mver IRoad 

3ft2.4AUd Malafi. boO =If rAM: 3ei-35040 

PROCESSING AND WrORAGM OF WXZAPONS-GLWE PLUTOIr~UM..  

At Ooinor -hr OWNng qiii.cporm(m.d dlgf iwcc. Russia is potefelly Imp.w 
to bmo mass dl. I8 wel i wll have 200 too by des Year 2000. As a coroprLocom. asmoods to It. mly 4.7 hIlogtumc of wespoo.-grado pimsorim (WOW) in order to sMoIA the criticall Mae fee a memberm bomb (250 at' ai vdk=ot). Nh~bm Of Pb=Mcu sttorage NO=c V=o oMoM ol oaM the world. labh Russia ed Antorlo..  steuarocl s uwall ao rotmermme officias a xrccshg *t crootmcdioms about the oucollablr and deplorable I= ofvantage -n mccomoatiftofi (Rim fiuolomeble masteisk o wtoll. hrO pow er iaorc of ' fmiimfUtiac. I. 1..  It Is vey Oholy des mismi. loca thiroc ao 'wall to Qorh (or oari) maomaloiacs myp succeed in weoll orgaimad! 111111 Of ma* i ghelveshm of McfIo quatky 10 moamshoma a suimor bomb. In addition, Ith political ti.  IN R 'i If uinohl 'table m.' Oxutimf PdUW Allures cccild tcam to power end rectolo meon so fissionable -Oi~. A POW poo lrr if ohmi Of dl. com oul c have der exre.fmist to all the seekeor matrils. to ddod
world contoriss. regardless of Ineratonaclc arm aml 

Top arr thrth WA Weslo. fWOW I kh emsacry atruomfor II ti - dnwim possihi. tim Iwo f~moremueable fix the fmmmu- of mocvte wo- . Ri an promcuheg of which beck ino. WOW would ho extremely dificlt.o 

We rpmt co~s.*eiorpoo rd oorloo ORussim WOW to &a m e noemd sable (omo. 110s Promcs (a. fally -cp~ by bdhMcm's Ministe bidemlhbol) would mmcvr WGP luo a plomaetwceshasJo (or :beumrIm).dtrm4sldmacct.- s; mauoal ld I ma N). which me be prossed Ito. p.1W. for feol slasmfo (for use Mth l4ipd mini Ri pm mood rsmors) and briqoro for my koeg amu sacp. hIt isstimtatd i theIl MUNN ma be stanod for Mc lowc 50 yoses. no. Musan. &adyrt ho.. A doexoperlnot of bONN storage for 310 yin. As.a 0spwismo. hfOXa- barely reseb 10 yous witheo Riccapation. Tis Ioi..m spa of 50 yers'world pocoide msplal dic to Manw oP with saw, apprcpom. woll t6009t4 UK Policies in the losses prooessing. storage, adon 

Dlcpoolol Ahloroador 

Severa dilpoolola aherserlmo for WOW am mow boing coneiode both is th. U.S. end Ragu.. Thea lootd.  diapNWo In mocoglccl fortitude" (dro borchlft komohlltice Iocluding vitificulmL torotoic oohlumlslmton, 101r1e001 is dlthroo typo. Of rumors tor thal lamarado of electrcal prom. RndI ton or load we. Mrn.  

The vit~tlladco WA dlopool or WOF I mmo 0lagieul formed... - 1oor however. we so temptable for Rsouts RMot lax 'd'dIod to wte WGP . fuol forth de mme. ofolmortolty.  

This bring; Mou ac=ahle of bfrqtsmtt problem. whic an.d Installmon claitfloml. Firtu. rOn prosorco of fth large anme of Mossl. OWGProo a therm ad amo ho m earu to a bomipotms uon suktablo for woopork mat.  be pleaced hoe'I hero forp ftre ma, a le. Siamt Wi. ltisInb.h paleocrlm boo. op anset' ot optrnricci. This " all hin to ho 1 "ia M01plaer. beadle, form 10 men mosrolldkedom nd sauy smouard. Seondily. ioRst1anm ho, or c OrmiteWo wom WOW~ rowor whM cm atill of WOW kads formn of hOOX MOOX 1. hstbk. Mo
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far wan cooled sown as on ed is sh U.S.. be caram W seed in wistlag eilRsin LWPU wmihess 

considerble fidUi upt ed.•. Tie opestlesal UqAi otal cooled • ea•t• r (1*60) can fiuse WGP as Med 

meeenkie fed, but co we iMOX du as salary • o•klarsdow (silce MOX can seem with the liquid metal 

coeoists IN 6 cood ofcidci eal fenl daaeee). Conaectios of the advasned deesip lN- na rtions. which 

will be pfesbet for N N an,. esfodts i a ema b-n, pe due tflomM prob"h . 1igh Iaperstue Pge cookl 

ctrs whithle ca we beth MOX as well a S•MN. ae onaly In the dollies Sag (MlAi amd General Atomics 
joiss 1 1 -1 

Tosse inRosmim WOP sherld be 'tord Ins safe form for up to eyears in erder to allow time for the desgi 

sad connections of betlislee for pbeonkehamd peroduetion and datifieeio. Then. If the Moroe lathu aisp to 10 yeass 

WGPi nbeshemeed bemeelde fforntopr e ld•Xf, ban.tithrf•l o.iredie l- "in i s tpto 50yon -WSP 

shold be mwwis ha bWOO forl which ca be Inted dectly f feet he advioced matureo e• wces d to oer 

(am of Ned at th d ' op•pet flin 

Tacthi•eu of fprmt 

Tilh pemin war devuglped Inklaly in the Sosh Unalo In the begh••nl 19M'O (mo paralel develOpowm" -m 

cartied ou in the US $lees tince wee ao Md to reprocess spans eaW s fel). Since 1970' the procea hu beea 

Imlse d. aillpfli. m safes and csqam.l -- d comi ea etidv. The praom has o°iy cecently been 

dedhsalfaed (appiieol.ely 3 YeMS) and now pro ae w &h a eule epportunity so esie the advantages 

peaid by fee wuoeeatrides feo the eay handlIng. long eic sorag and use sa faee be Ifusnre getcratlon reactor' 

The weserfacture eq PENN is a centinues. easlobag procees wid its Inhere ")ebipe e1assa operatifg steehascosy 

is dat first ste of the pcoms the weqpow-graie phaoslues Is uselt•od down with depleted osetius-2
3
8. The crhitl 

noe Ie In e•ohbized with the eosetmpim of phisco from IS to 30%. le aedinely the plutoeiu is 

unsfemend hato a mn with a hih• critcal w which allows the vafe operatios of rsa proesss. kOX prepa•end• 

teee y ideen st allow the fiad Iae•r s critical miss b• the Initial suae. WOP does me wea d pori .Tttio to 

seasot alloyhng materials et eg--life rdloativ e m1s1N (0nlotdtnZ AM).  

The seemed sp of the process pe-fo hs h•drogenato o(e atbe mi Po and U with as Argoo-hydees gasrsrg to ru 

ate torpee-ame of 1WC0. The ret s. sta 'esem y and p 4tds coepiom destruction of the meal 

reenimn. A black powder is obtained with partles frt. 03-0.6 sion. This staglle be wrig s follows: 

. ISM 
2 Pd.U,, + 3 Fl, .....- I PuaUs..•.  

The third sases preohisonasion. The poduct is carried by a faeder thesagh a I e for the duratsio by a noitooe

argoo goe mtsuses. As a ceselt PENN a produeod is a foote of piswder with a cotntrolled dispersion. The ento of the 

patices de ds upon tpe tripearaee s sad can be produced up to SW &mi. The iuwatioes proms cn ho wriste 

15: 

2 PiaU.N, + n ?4- 2 (vi•U**)N, + 3 it, 

The finds stopl h brislse or"•l, The powdelr of ftl mind alks isr st pessed with the blelp of a at acting 

prsess. burned aieersd be in asroltropess mitrc at the nonpersone of showt 700 sod 14OD-160Ds.C 

cor-espoealflty. The hetlqoien obained ae ready foc istag. The mualossoam weslgh of the briquette is dermined 

by the ucrical aMs. It the optnono of tIh 1usians. the aest coavei sutese &hape ae cylinders wth the moass 

of 30-40 kp wihr a high eonsents ni mas. From 25-275 more plaeslun is coestaned in MMN thea in MOX.  

The fith asage is the loading of the rasssfsctaed produets nteo ftl coatners. their swelinq, seal ilmpectio snd 

thpitpce to the aposqo failltty for iO n tem sotrep. If ncessary porous ewbr4nereat bh aissuiled in the 

cosalers aso relese helium.  
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Utlllstooili of MM asO N,-a4c-, Foul after S•orage.  

MOX fed stacy be s auoftly usd ia wosa-coolead reactrs. Tm on, of MOX In llquid fctsl cooled cauctics us 
piomhbitsd ban" It eOM with ohe met cllats. Ablrtauadvely. MKIN should aot be used with LWIL. bM is 
e llent fuel for liquid awsol resctor. MMN pissessas a series of preperties thate sue supsolor to Chu of MOX u 
shown below. This sak. Its u. a lim highly dle-rabois.  

0 MMN i very compact wids a high phoiuoenum comm. It consntoains phitoeium dhon MOX asd coo peovide 

i* 7hU ue of Pu-.Z a In MMN ol Wi fan reatose peovldes up to 50% burnlig of Is in the foel.  " The smsrop area for MMN otes or fol mussmblies e abou 25% smaller this that for MOX - this 4 
seouosadefly favorable " MMN bo high thoerom l scsaductlvity, which increases wish temper•ture. It 0 10 to 18 ciles great thca tba 
of MOX This nsaists the proius eflfienet and safe.  "* MMN Is aIoccallly stablk and doe s no tatwth sotit olaou san solasi•ebo stoel so high tepermosaSs 
MOX resl so flisslen produets. esp.ealty Ca. which Instrus with stoiolsos steel of the fuel toa el.e "* MMN has mlnshutl gio Slaeus doioag fuel operton - sevetul sies is thei that of MOX 

o New design of reacors with MMN feel panihits the repeodueti• o of Pas.  
Alter issmaogo MsSN can be used directly for metal cooled reactors. us well so foe roactor-buro•er. gs-voolvd 
reactor,. sec.. without may fAWaete epro•so , 
A .ctlaides uad flosios peoducer fiared during otcallm• V st oo d in the MMN crystalline lauio asnd m co 
bhured together with MMN letl Ioit refaoort s 

Based ase the fats and stlysm as presausd sbove. thu RStoiis coeveesion pFoortS of WGP into MMN derowotiaies 
ito ehical positioo In the International WGP iosa-preoliferio iscs. The ioameotiosal oockeac power coassurisy 
should seriously coessidet MMN's oierts bid advsatoigt us an alar'nataiv fore to be :opasldensd foe insetsuc aud log 
u setartge msid fawnse o, a o toi fuel (espuelaoy foe the d osideraion of WGP In R•ssia).  

The above plistd conclusion makers scowhel nea eooniders th following foots.  

"o No polilteol decilso conoerclng met•ods of plutonium oageto has yet been made ether ia U.S or 
Rosla.  

" At pressor Ruslo oosmo facilliies foe toiltiolg WGP.  

* The tbce pae, o peosades a possibility to solve the problem of safe te low-ios sot-aue of WGP is 
comtpact foems. Only P.MMN status thlso resqoIeetoat of bogc-ism. stoesgo small subs.eqe WCp Ut"aullsao 

a MIMN presdsleos is highly ueficism sois. ecologically cliat aid sconomically advarseigioas, 
* MUM stooage Is Inexpeosive. ode. Impasses tAed cologically clean.  

A Afte• seteago g MM ha be uad directly "o foel a convereld too smy othr types of fuol including MOX 
D uring sooroge loall-lIvd bIsotopes (imoadistg Am. Np. Cm) sme foened in th. MMN, but terri inside do 
crystallina totleatso be burnod op t0o•pher with do e ha inmccrau 

o Although fnicts hto •ossoue mt' od• d fee complaiso of thi Russia phouoantm eouversion facilities, the 
MMN o moo will provide thu wost u consoict" niois.  
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M-270

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons

usable fissile materials will be made based upon environmental analyses, 

technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 
input.
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080301 Comment Number 1 
Date Received: 03/27/96 
Comment ID: P0001 

Nota: Loraine Younghans The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new ;" 

Addres Scatty Nevada 
missions at NTS. Decisions on the storage and disposition of weapons-usable -.  

Tranorptio 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and . " 

economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input. • 

My name is Lofrini Youngha,, ,. P.O. Box •33. Bety Nevada, and I d think that you 

shmud be makif, a dn ou orthe Nevada Teat Site. I.thinkyouought-justshuittonand 1/08.03.01 
not do amy morm storage of nuclew wates or amy aeraial thw= ot Thank you. Goodbye. 
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Eawkeft7rMw Stmew" (PELS) Pow COM..t FMW 

PIANN -dft dMM yaw comý Md dmp 66 fom im ft b,, b6m rw kaw 
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